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Resum: 

 
La termoelèctrica es considera com una tecnologia per recuperar electricitat a partir de la calor 

residual. Els mòduls generadors termoelèctrics (TEG) capturen la calor residual i la converteixen 

en energia elèctrica. Aquests dispositius de collita es poden utilitzar, per exemple, al món exigent 

de dispositius sense bateria per a la detecció de IOT, ja que són promoguts per empreses com 

AEInnova.  

En aquest àmbit, el treball descrit en aquesta Tesi Màster se centra en la modelització i 

caracterització experimental d’una bateria termoelèctrica (TEB) que utilitza cèl·lules TEG. 

Per a la modelització de TEB, i a causa de la manca d'informació generalment proporcionada pels 

fabricants de cèl·lules TEG, els paràmetres específics del TEG s'han calculat, en primer lloc, a 

partir de les especificacions proporcionades al full de dades del mòdul. A continuació, utilitzant 

aquests paràmetres, es detalla i simula un model del TEB. Al final, el comportament del model 

TEB s'ha comparat amb les dades recopilades experimentalment mitjançant un prototip TEB. 

Resumen: 

La termoelectricidad está prevista como una tecnología para recuperar electricidad del calor 

residual. Los módulos generadores termoeléctricos (TEG) capturan el calor residual y lo 

convierten en energía eléctrica. Estos dispositivos de recolección pueden utilizarse, por ejemplo, 

en el exigente mundo de dispositivos sin batería para detección IOT, ya que son promovidos por 

empresas como AEInnova. 

En este ámbito, el trabajo descrito en esta tesis de maestría se centra en el modelado y la 

caracterización experimental de una batería termoeléctrica (TEB) que utiliza células TEG. 

Para el modelado de TEB, y debido a la falta de información que suelen proporcionar los 

fabricantes de células TEG, los parámetros específicos del TEG se han calculado, en primer lugar, 

a partir de las especificaciones proporcionadas en la hoja de datos del módulo. Luego, utilizando 

estos parámetros, se detalla y simula un modelo de TEB. Al final, el comportamiento del modelo 

TEB se comparó con los datos recopilados experimentalmente utilizando un prototipo TEB. 

 

Summary: 

Thermoelectricity is envisaged as a technology for recovering electricity from residual heat. 

Thermoelectric generator modules (TEG) capture the residual heat and turn it into electrical 

energy. These harvest devices can be used, for example, in the demanding world of battery-less 

devices for IOT sensing, as they are promoted by companies like AEInnova. 

In this scope, the work described in this Master Thesis focuses in the modeling and experimental 

characterization of a thermoelectric battery (TEB) that uses TEG cells. 

For the TEB modelling, and due to the lack of information usually provided by TEG cells 

manufacturers, the specific parameters of the TEG has been, firstly, calculated from the 

specifications provided in the module datasheet. Then, using these parameters, a model of the 

TEB is detailed and simulated. In the end, the behavior of the TEB model has been compared 

with data collected experimentally using a TEB prototype. 
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Introduction 

1.1.  Motivation 

AEInnova is a company working in the development of products that harvest energy from 

waste heat converts it into clean energy.  Between these products there is a thermoelectric 

generating system, INDUEYE, that uses wasted heat to power IoT sensing devices 

connected via wireless with a full monitoring and real time system. It is used to monitor 

sensor data in industrial plants. It is composed of a thermal battery, an IoT sensing unit 

and market sensors. The IoT sensing unit receives and processes the data from the sensors 

and sends the processed data to a Gateway or directly to a database via wireless. The 

information is saved in a database and it can be displayed on a SCADA or using the 

AEInnova Dashboard called DAEVIS. 

The IoT sensing unit receives the energy from a thermal battery that is in contact with a 

hot source like a chimney or a hot pipe. The thermal battery transforms the waste heat 

from the hot source into electricity. This will avoid the usage of batteries, and allows easy 

installation, low maintenance, among others. 

The generated electricity is saved in an accumulator. When this accumulator collects 

enough electricity the IoT sensing unit proceeds to obtain the data from the sensors, treat 

it and send it to the gateway or a database. 

 

 

Fig 1 System description diagram 
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WORK APPROACH 

The work described in this Master Thesis is focused on the thermoelectric battery (TEB) 

of the system. The thermoelectric battery is based on the thermoelectric generator cells 

(TEG), usually called Peltier cells. AEInnova has developed a patented microelectronic 

technology that allows to connect unlimited number of TEG cells to get a maximum 

performance. When a TEG cells is exposed to a difference of temperature between the 

sides, a differential of potential is generated in its terminals. 

 

Fig 2 TEG cell 

The thermoelectric battery has a heat collector that collects and transfer the heat to the 

hot side of the TEG cell and a cooler (heat sink) that removes the heat from the cold side 

of the TEG cell. The elements of the TEB and how it works are going to be discussed 

more detailed in next chapters. 

Features of the thermal battery: 

 Output power (15 mW-500 mW) 

 1.8/3.3/5.0 VDC Output 

 To be developed: 12/24 VDC Output 

 From 30ºC to 225ºC 

CEE and ATEX certification of the TEB is in process. 

 

1.2.   Thesis Objectives  

The goal of this project is focused on the development of a computational model and 

characterization of a TEB. In order to achieve this goal, it has been taken into 

consideration physical and electronic specifications given for an example case.  
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In order to accomplish this main goal, the understanding of the functioning of the thermal system, 

as also of the associated electronics is fundamental to be able to successfully process all the data 

generated by the system. For it, the following objectives has been established: 

1. It will be developed a thermoelectric model of the thermo generator system (TES). 

2. An experimental set-up system will be built to collect data.  

3. The obtained model of the TES will be compared against the experimental collected 

data.  

1.3.  Thesis overview  

The thesis is organized as follow: 

 

Chapter 2: Fundamentals of Heat Transfer. 

This chapter introduces basic definitions of thermal systems that are essential to 

understand each part and process of this project. All the information collected in this 

chapter will be used along this document. It should be emphasized that the data of this 

chapter has been taken from past documents about similar systems given by the company 

as well as different documents from research.  

 

Chapter 3: Thermoelectricity. 

In this chapter, the concepts and equations of thermoelectric systems are explained in 

order to clarify how a thermoelectric system works’ It is also introduced fundamentals of 

the thermoelectric module as well as two kinds of theoretical analysis that are used to get 

the parameters of the Peltier cells based on information given by the manufacturers.  

 

Chapter 4: Experimental Validation of the Effective Thermoelectric Parameters.  

This chapter is a comparison of the thermoelectric parameters and power curves taken 

from the data sheet of the thermoelectric module given by the company and the analysis 

developed in Chapter 3. It develops a computational analysis with the theoretical results 

obtained by the process. At the end, the analysis results are compared with the 

specifications to the data sheet.  
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Chapter 5: Thermoelectric Battery Modeling. 

This chapter presents the thermoelectric battery test case. The resistance model and the 

thermal analogy of it are explained and created. On the other hand, this chapter also 

develops the computational methodology’s, introducing the matrix of the system.  

 

Chapter 6: Data Acquisition Architecture and Methodology. 

This chapter focuses in the experimental part. The chapter presents the acquisition 

architecture using a PSoC system. Also, it presents the methodology used to process data.  

 

Chapter 7: Experimental Results. 

The chapter presents the results obtained from the processed data of the previous chapter. 

These results are explained and analyzed to give a bigger understanding about the 

functioning of the system. Finally, a comparison between Experimental Results and the 

Experimental Module.  

That is a comparison of the given data versus the obtained results 

 

Chapter 8: Conclusions. 

This chapter presents a summary of the achieved objectives and goals of this project.  
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2. Heat Transfer Basics 

2.1.  Energy 

The thermodynamics says that the energy can exist in several forms such as potential, 

thermal, electrical, nuclear among others. In a system, the sum of these energies forms 

the total energy E. The forms of energy related to the molecular structure forms the 

microscopic energy and the sum of these energies gives the internal energy U of a system. 

There are two mechanisms to transfer energy in a system: heat Q and work W. The rate 

of heat is the heat transfer and the work done per time unit is the power. 

The principle of energy conservation states that the energy in a process cannot be created 

or destroyed, just it can change of form. One of these forms is the heat, which corresponds 

to the thermal energy transferred. It is the result of a temperature difference between two 

nodes [7]. 

2.2  Heat transfer 

The heat transfer determines the rate of energy transferred between systems. The rate of 

heat transfer transferred per time unit is governed by the thermodynamics laws, and it has 

to be equal to the rate of increase/decrease of energy in the system. The temperature 

difference is a requirement to exist heat transfer between two mediums. The heat transfer 

rate will depend on the magnitude of the temperature gradient. It means that the larger the 

temperature gradient, the higher the rate of heat transfer. As stated by the second 

thermodynamic law, heat is transferred from the highest temperature medium to the 

lowest one [7][9]. 

2.3 Heat transfer mechanisms 

Heat has three mechanisms of transference: Conduction, Convection and Radiation. 

2.3.1 Conduction 

The conduction is produced when the energy is transported from the highest thermal part 

to the lowest thermal part of a substance. 

It can be expressed by the Fourier’s Heat Conduction Law: 

 

                                                            𝑞𝑥 =  −𝑘𝐴
𝑑𝑇

dx
                                          Equation 1-1 
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Where qx is the heat transfer in x direction, k is the thermal conductivity in W/(m K). A 

is the heat transfer area perpendicular to the surface in m² and 
𝑑𝑇

dx
 is the temperature 

gradient in K/m at x direction [1][9][11]. 

 

2.3.2 Convection 

Convection occurs when the energy is transported between a solid surface and the liquid 

or gas that is in motion. It involves conduction and fluid motion effects. And it can be 

expressed as: 

                                                   𝑄 = ℎ𝐴(𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 − 𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑏)                             Equation 1-2 

 

Here 𝑄 ̇ is the heat transfer rate in 𝑊, 𝐴 is the area of the surface in 𝑚², ℎ is the convective 

heat transfer coefficient in 𝑊/(𝑚²𝐾), 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟 is the surface temperature in 𝐾, and 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 is 

the temperature of the gas or liquid that the surface is in contact with in 𝐾. There are two 

important mechanisms of convection; natural and forced.  

For natural convection, the medium circulates due to differences in density. This density 

difference is caused by the temperature gradient in the medium.  

For forced convection, the medium is circulated due to the influence of an external 

component like a pump or a fan. Both types of convection are presented, but they will 

differ in the value of the convective heat transfer coefficient which will typically be higher 

for forced convection [1][7][9][11]. 

 

2.3.3 Radiation 

Radiation is the energy emitted in form of electromagnetic waves or photons. It does not 

require the presence of a medium [1][7]. Heat transfer in the thermal radiation is due to 

the radiation emitted by bodies because of their own temperature. And it can be expressed 

as: 

 

                                                                      𝑄 = 𝜎𝑠𝑏𝑇⁴                                                   Equation 1-3 
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Here 𝑄 ̇ is the rate of heat transfer in 𝑊, 𝐴 is the area of the radiating surface in 𝑚², 𝜎𝑠𝑏 is 

the Stefan-Boltzmann constant which is 5.67 × 10−8 𝑊/(𝑚²𝐾⁴), and 𝑇 is the temperature 

of the radiating body in 𝐾. 

 

2.4 Thermal Conductivity 

Thermal conductivity k is a measure of the ability of a material to conduct heat. A high 

thermal conductivity value indicates that the material is a good heat conductor. Low 

values indicate that the material is a poor heat conductor or an insulator. The thermal 

conductivity of a substance is normally highest in the solid phase and lowest in the gas 

phase. The thermal conductivity of a material is temperature dependent, and it can be 

significant for some materials. A special case is presented for solids at very low 

temperatures when they become superconductors and their thermal conductivity increase 

dramatically [2][7]. 

 

2.5 Thermal Resistance 

It is the inverse of the thermal conductance. The same term is used for both the conductive 

heat transfer and the convective heat transfer.  

 

2.5.1 Conductive thermal resistance  

The conductive heat transfer in a unidirectional system is expressed as:   

 

𝑅 =
𝐿

Ak
 

 

 

 

Equation 1-4 

 

Where 𝑅 is the resistance in 𝑊/(𝑚²𝐾), 𝐿 is the length of the conducting material parallel to 

the direction of the heat flow, 𝐴 is the area of the material perpendicular to the heat flow, 

and 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity of the material[2][7][12].   

 

2.5.2 Convective thermal resistance  

The formula for the convective heat thermal transfer resistance is 
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𝑅 =
1

hA
 

                Equation 1-5 

 

Where 𝐴 is the area of the surface in 𝑚² and ℎ is the convective heat transfer coefficient 

in 𝑊/(𝑚²𝐾). Convective thermal resistance is especially relevant for heat sinks composed 

of multiple fin arrays [2][7][12]. 

 

2.5.3 Thermal resistance of heat sinks  

The heat sink is used to improve conductive heat transfer. It works increasing the area 

where the heat transfer takes place. Apart from conductive heat transfer, there is a 

convective heat transfer that takes place between the fins of the heat sink and the 

surrounding gas. 

These two heat transfer processes can be presented as two thermal resistances in series. 

The convective thermal resistance of a heat sink can become complicated to calculate 

since the geometry of the fins influences the area that is available for heat transfer and 

because the conductive heat transfer coefficient is influenced by the type of convection. 

The following procedure presented by Lee [11] can be used to calculate the thermal 

resistance of a multiple fin array heat sink:  

 

Rₜ, ₒ =
1

ղₒhAₜ
                                                       Equation 1-6 

 

Where ղₒ is the overall surface efficiency of the multiple fin array, ℎ is is the convective 

heat transfer coefficient, 𝐴ₜ is the total heat transfer area.  

The equations necessary to obtain 𝜂0 and 𝐴𝑡 are also dependent on the form of the fins. 

For rectangular fins, the formula that can be used to calculate both terms are: 
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    Equation 1-7, 1-8, 1-9, 1-10 

 

In these equations 𝑛 is the number of fins in the array, 𝐴𝑓 is the single fin area, 𝐴𝑤 is the 

interfin area, 𝜂𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 is the fin efficiency of a rectangular fin, 𝑏 is the height of the fin 

(parallel to heat gradient), 𝑡𝑓 is the thickness of the fin,  ℎ is the convective heat transfer 

coefficient, and 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity [10][11]. 

In order to calculate the convective heat transfer coefficient h in a natural non-forced 

convection process (that is, fins are perpendicular and placed contrary to the gravitational 

force) is necessary to calculate the Rayleigh number as follows [10][11]. 

 

𝑅𝑎𝐿 =
𝑔𝛽|𝑇𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏|𝐿𝑏

3

𝛼𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟
 

𝛼𝑎𝑖𝑟 =
𝑘𝑎𝑖𝑟

𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟
 

ℎ𝐿,𝑎𝑖𝑟 =
𝑘𝑎𝑖𝑟

𝐿𝑏
0.517𝑅𝑎𝐿

1

4, Pr = 0.72     Equation 1-11, 1-12, 1-13 

 

where 𝑅𝑎𝐿 is the Rayleigh number, g is the gravitational acceleration, 𝛽 is the expansion 

coefficient of air, 𝑘𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the thermal conductivity, 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the density, 𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the heat 

capacity of air and 𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the kinematic viscosity. 

 

2.5.4 Contact resistance  

When different materials are placed together and there exist heat transfer between them, 

a contact resistance 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 appears that limits the heat transfer. This contact resistance 
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depends on the roughness of the surface and the area where real contact between the two 

solids is achieved. The contact resistance can be expressed as [4][18]. 

 

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 =
1

𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑗
=

1

𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡(ℎ𝑐+ℎ𝑔)
                        Equation 1-14 

Where  𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 is the contact area and ℎ𝑗  is the joint contact conductance which can be 

expressed as the sum of the contact conductance ℎ𝑐 and the gap conductance ℎ𝑔.  

In order to obtain the conductance’s it is necessary to apply the next equations.  

For the contact conductance: 

 

ℎ𝑐 = 1.25𝑘𝑠

𝑚

𝜎
(
𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡

𝐻𝑐
)
0.95

 

𝑘𝑠 =
2𝑘1𝑘2

(𝑘1 + 𝑘2)
 

𝜎𝑠𝑟 = √𝜎𝑠𝑟1
2 + 𝜎𝑠𝑟2

2 

𝑚 = √𝑚1
2 + 𝑚2

2 

𝑚𝑖 = 0.125𝜎𝑖
0.406

         Equation 1-15, 1-16, 1-17, 1-18, 1-19 

 

where 𝑘𝑠 is the harmonic mean thermal conductivity of the interface which can be 

calculated by using the thermal conductivities of the two interface materials 𝑘1 and 𝑘2. 

𝜎𝑠𝑟 is the effective RMS surface roughness which can be calculated using the RMS 

surface roughness’s of both materials, 𝜎𝑠𝑟1 and 𝜎𝑠𝑟2. 𝑚 is the effective mean absolute 

surface asperity slope of the interface which can be calculated using the surface asperity 

slopes of both materials 𝑚1 and 𝑚2. Since these values are not known, 𝑚 can be 

approximated by using 𝜎. Furthermore, 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 is the contact pressure and 𝐻𝑐 is the surface 

microhardness of the softest of the two materials.   

For the gap conductance: 

 

ℎ𝑔 =
𝑘𝑔

𝑌+𝑀
                                              Equation 1-20 
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where 𝑘𝑔 is the thermal conductivity of the gap substance, 𝑌 is the effective gap thickness 

and 𝑀 is a gas parameter that accounts for rarefaction effects. 𝑌 can be calculated using 

the correlation presented in  

 

𝑌 = 1.53𝜎(
𝑃

𝐻𝑐
)−0.097                                Equation 1-21 

 

And M can be expressed as:  

 

             𝑀 = 𝑀0
𝑇

𝑇0

𝑃𝑔,0

𝑃𝑔
                                      Equation 1-22 

 

where 𝑀0 is a reference gas parameter at references values of the pressure of the gas 𝑃𝑔,0 

and the temperature 𝑇0. 𝑇 and 𝑃𝑔 are the values for the temperature and pressure that are 

present in the gas and for which we want to calculate the gas parameter. This parameter 

differs for different type of gasses [4][12][18] 

 

2.6 Thermal Capacity 

The thermal capacity is a measure of the ability of a material to store thermal energy and 

it can be expressed as: 

 

𝐶 =  𝜌 ∗ 𝑉𝑜𝑙 ∗ 𝑐ₚ                                   Equation 1-23 

 

Where ρ is the density of the material, Vol is the volume and cₚ is the specific heat capacity 

of the material[12]. 
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3. Thermoelectricity 

Thermoelectricity is the scientific field that relates thermodynamics with electricity, that 

is, it is the study of the phenomena that combines heat and electricity. The thermoelectric 

effect in a material relates the flow of heat that crosses it with the electric current that 

crosses it or, in another way, it is the potential difference created between two points of 

said materials when they are at different temperatures. The thermoelectric effect allows 

the direct transformation of heat into electrical energy and, on the contrary, the 

transformation of electrical energy into thermal energy. This transformation is a 

consequence of the effects Seebeck, Peltier and Thomson [8][15]. 

The mechanisms of thermoelectricity were not well understood until the discovery of 

electrons at the end of the nineteenth century. Now it is known that solar energy, an 

electric field, or thermal energy can liberate some electrons from their atomic binding 

even at room temperature (from the valence band to the conduction band of a conductor) 

where the electrons become free to move randomly. However, when a temperature 

difference across a conductor is applied in the hot region of the conductor produces more 

free electrons and diffusion of carriers (electrons and holes) that naturally occurs from 

the hot region to the cold region. So, an electromotive force (EMF) is generated in a way 

that an electric current flows against the temperature gradient [15]. 

 

3.1.  Thermoelectric systems 

Thermoelectric systems are literally associated with thermal and electrical phenomena 

occurring at the same time. Thermoelectric systems can directly convert thermal energy 

into electrical energy or vice versa. A thermocouple uses the electrical potential 

(electromotive force) generated between two dissimilar wires to measure temperature. 

Basically, these systems consist of two devices: a thermoelectric generator and a 

thermoelectric cooler. These devices have no moving parts and require no maintenance. 

Thermoelectric generators have a great potential for waste heat recovery from power 

plants and automotive vehicles. This device also provides reliable power in remote areas 

such as in space and at mountain top telecommunication sites. Thermoelectric coolers 

provide refrigeration and temperature control in electronic packages and medical 

instruments. 

In a thermal system, the heat propagation can be compared to the heat propagation in an 

electronic system. With it, this heat propagation through the same elements and interfaces 

creates a nodes net. These nodes represent each element. The thermal resistance and 
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thermal capacities of each node can be shown in the system as a resistance and a capacity 

in the node. From them, a circuit can be built where the Kirchhoff’s Laws fulfill. Because 

of them, the temperatures at the nodes of the system can be calculated. Also, from the 

equation of the nodes in the network the nodal voltages and currents can be obtained  in 

the thermoelectric system[5][13].  

 

3.2.  Thermoelectric Effects 

Thermoelectric systems accounts for four effects occurring at the same time: Seebeck, 

Peltier, Joule and Thomson effects [1][11][14]. 

 

3.2.1. Seebeck effect 

The Seebeck effect is the generation of an electromotive force through a circuit formed 

by two metals of different nature when the unions are maintained at different 

temperatures. When heating one of the joints, a difference of potential is created as a 

result of the temperature difference between the extremes. This difference of potential 

induces an electric current flowing through the circuit between the cold and hot joints. 

This effect is the foundation of the thermoelectric pairs. Seebeck effect is expressed as: 

 

𝒅𝑬𝒕

𝒅𝑻
= 𝛂𝑨 − 𝛂𝑩                                                  Equation 2-1 

 

where 𝐸𝑡 is the created electromotive force. , 𝛼’s are the Seebeck coefficients of the 

materials and dT the temperature difference between the hot and the cold side. 

The Seebeck effect is reversible [1][11][14]. 

 

3.2.2. Peltier effect 

The Peltier effect accounts for the heat generated or absorbed at the junction of the 

materials when a current flows between two conductive metals. This effect is considered 

as the inverse of the Seebeck effect and is reversible, since the joint is cooled or heated 

depending on the direction of the current applied. It is expressed as: 
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�̇�ₚₑₗₜᵢₑᵣ = ±𝐼𝑇(α𝐴 − α𝐵)                           Equation 2-2 

 

where �̇�ₚₑₗₜᵢₑᵣ, represents the heat flux, that is absorbed or rejected, 𝑇 is the temperature, 

𝐼 is the current through the material and 𝛼’s are the Seebeck coefficients of the 

materials[1][11][14]. 

 

3.2.3. Thomson effect 

The Thomson effect accounts for the heat generated or absorbed by a conductor when 

there is a circulation of an electrical current through the conductor at the same time that 

its terminals are exposed to a temperature gradient. The fact that heat is generated or 

absorbed will depend on the direction of the electric current and the temperature gradient. 

The fundamental difference between the Seebeck and Peltier effects with respect to the 

Thomson effect is that the latter exists for a single material and does not need the existence 

of a welded point between two different materials[1][11][14].  

Thomson effect is expressed as: 

 

�̇�𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑛 = −𝜎𝐼∆⃗⃗⃗𝑇                                     Equation 2-3 

 

where �̇�𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑛  is the heat flux , ∆⃗⃗⃗𝑇 is the temperature gradient, I is the current and 𝜎 is 

the Thomson coefficient. 

 

3.2.4. Joule effect 

The Joule effect consists of the emission of heat along a conductor through which an 

electric current flows. This heat is due to the energy generated in the collisions of the 

electrons with the atoms of the conductor. The Joule effect acts in opposition to the Peltier 

effect and causes a total reduction of the available cooling [1][11][14]. Unlike the 

previous effects, the Joule effect is not a reversible effect. It is expressed as: 

 

�̇�𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒 = 𝑅0𝐼                                                Equation 2-4 
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where �̇�𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒 is the heat flux, 𝑅0 is the internal electrical resistance and I is the current 

passes through the material. 

 

3.3.  Thermoelectric Generators  

3.3.1. Thermoelectric Modules Modeling 

Thermoelectric modules are based on the theory that when certain materials are heated, a 

significant difference in potential is generated. And, in reverse mode, when a voltage is 

applied to the terminals of these materials with thermoelectric properties, one terminal is 

heated while the other terminal is cooled. 

The generated potential of a thermocouple built using semiconductor materials is 

relatively low, in the order of hundreds of microvolts per degree. For this reason, in 

practice, thermoelectric modules connect in series a large number of thermocouples. The 

thermoelectric modules have a construction robust and convert energy directly, without 

moving parts, and without adverse effects as vibrations, noise or waste products.  

A thermoelectric module is a converting system that can be used for electricity generation 

as also for refrigeration. When used as a generator or as cooler the only difference in its 

construction is in the geometry of the thermoelements. Usually thermoelements are 

thicker and flatter when the module is used as a cooler [1][16]. 

 

 

 
Fig 3 Thermoelectric Device 
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Figure 3 shows the structure of a thermoelectric device. Thermocouples n-type and p-

type are electrically connected in series, say, the elements are interleaved so that they 

result n-p-n-p-n-p and so on. The thermal connection is made in parallel, this means that 

all the unions where the current goes from element p to n, are in thermal contact with the 

same face of the module where it will release heat, and all the joints where the current 

goes from element n to p, be in contact thermal with the other side, which it will absorb 

heat. This thermoelectric couple is called pellet. The pellets are placed between two 

ceramic plates that present high thermal conductivity and low electrical conductivity. The 

system is called thermoelectric module [1][6][19]. 

 

3.3.1.1. Thermoelectric Module Equations 

There are many ways to get the equations of how a thermoelectric device works, here it 

will be explained two of them. These depend of the parameters giving in the datasheet of 

the seller. 

The general equations, for a thermoelectric couple p-type or n-type, are shown in the 

following equations[1][7]. 

The continuity equation for a constant current it can be expressed as: 

∇⃗⃗⃗. 𝑗 = 0                                                         Equation 2-5 

where 𝑗 is the current, and  ∇⃗⃗⃗ is the differential operator with respect to the length. 

The electric potential is defined according to the ohm’s law and Seebeck effect it can be 

expressed as: 

�⃗⃗� = 𝑗𝜌 + 𝛼∇⃗⃗⃗𝑇                                                 Equation 2-6 

 

where �⃗⃗� is the electric potential, ∇⃗⃗⃗𝑇 is the temperature gradient and 𝑗𝜌 is the current 

density. 

The electric potential produces the heat flux �⃗� that can be expressed, considering the 

Thomson relationship, as: 

�⃗� = 𝛼𝑇𝑗 − 𝐾∇⃗⃗⃗𝑇                                            Equation 2-7 
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where 𝑇  is the temperature, 𝛼𝑇𝑗 is the peltier heat contribution and 𝐾∇⃗⃗⃗𝑇 is the heat 

transfer from Fourier’s Conduction Law.  

For a steady state one dimensional thermoelectric module that contains p-type and n-type 

thermocouples, and considering that the thermal and electric contact resistances are both 

negligible, and with no radiation heat losses, the temperature gradient can be expressed 

as: 

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
= −𝐼2 𝜌

𝑘𝐴
𝑥 + 𝐶1                                       Equation 2-8 

where 𝐶1 is a constant of indefinite integration. 

Now, integrating equation 2-8 from x=0 to x=L with the boundary conditions T(x=0) = 

T₁ and T(x=L) = T₂ leads to: 

 

(𝑇2 − 𝑇1) = −
𝐼2𝜌

2𝑘𝐴2 𝐿2 + 𝐶1𝐿                                    Equation 2-9 

 

Using the equation 2-9 in to the equation 2-7: 

 

𝑞𝑥=0 = 𝛼𝑇1𝐼 −
1

2
𝜌

𝐿

𝐴
𝐼2 +

𝐴𝑘

𝐿
(𝑇1−𝑇2)                                    Equation 2-10 

 

 

Specifying for any n-type and p-type: 

 

𝑞𝑥𝑛=0 = 𝛼ₙ𝑇1𝐼 −
1

2
𝜌ₙ

𝐿

𝐴
𝐼2 +

𝐴𝑘ₙ

𝐿
(𝑇1−𝑇2)                                    Equation 2-11 

𝑞𝑥𝑝=0 = 𝛼ₚ𝑇1𝐼 −
1

2
𝜌ₚ

𝐿

𝐴
𝐼2 +

𝐴𝑘ₚ

𝐿
(𝑇1−𝑇2)                                    Equation 2-12 

 

Finally, taking the procedure describe by Weera [19], for an entire cell that consist of N 

pairs of semiconductor couples, the internal electrical resistance can be expressed 

as:[1][7] 
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𝑅𝑜 = 𝑁 (𝜌𝑝
𝐿𝑠𝑐

𝐴𝑠𝑐
+ 𝜌𝑛

𝐿𝑠𝑐

𝐴𝑠𝑐
+ 2(

𝜌𝑐𝑝

𝐴𝑠𝑐
+

𝜌𝑐𝑛

𝐴𝑠𝑐
))                  Equation 2-13 

Where 𝑅𝑜 is the total internal electrical resistance, 𝜌𝑝and 𝜌𝑛are the electrical resistivities 

of semiconductors p and n with theirs electrical resistivities of the semiconductors 

contacts 𝜌𝑐𝑝 and 𝜌𝑐𝑛, respectively, 𝐿𝑠𝑐 is the length and 𝐴𝑠𝑐 is the area of semiconductor 

leg. Each of these equations are going to be used depending of the model in the following 

sections. 

3.3.1.1.1. First TEG Model 

TEG cell  

 

Fig 4 Schematic representation of a pair of a general TEG cell 

 

The resistance of a TEG cell is more complicated to calculate, since it consists of multiple 

materials for which not all the thermal conductivities are constant. Most of nowadays 

Peltier cells use, as a thermo electrical active material, the doped bismuth telluride 

(Bi2Te3) material. It is built as a pair of n-type and p-type legs. On both sides, these legs 

are connected to a conductive material, aluminum. Both these conductive plates are in 

contact with a ceramic layer that consists of a layer of alumina topped with a layer of 

graphite.   

Using the material properties and design a thermal resistance network of the TEG cell 

could be constructed. The applied method is based on the work of Astrain et al. [2]. They 

state that a pair consists of a parallel circuit of the n-type and p-type semiconductor legs 

in series with the conductive contact. Because the method of discretization is applied in 

the total thermal analogy it is necessary to divide the resistances of both the n-type and 

p-type semiconductors in two resistances in series, that both correspond to half the length 

of the semiconductor legs. The 𝑁 pairs making up the TEG can then be put in parallel and 
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these parallel pairs are in series with the ceramic layer. The obtained analogy of the 

thermal resistances of the TEG is shown below.  

 

Fig 5 Thermal analogy of the resistances for the general TEG cell 

  

Using Equation 1-4 the resistance of the TEG cell over half its length can be expressed 

as:  

  

𝑅𝑠𝑐,𝑎𝑏 = 
𝐿𝑠𝑐
2

𝐴𝑠𝑐 𝑘𝑝,𝑎𝑏
+

𝐿𝑠𝑐
2

𝐴𝑠𝑐 𝑘𝑛,𝑎𝑏
  

𝑅𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑎𝑏 = 𝑅𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑢𝑚 + 𝑅𝑠𝑐,𝑎𝑏                      Equation 2-14, 2-15 

 

where 𝐿𝑠𝑐 is the length of the semiconductor material in the cell and 𝐴𝑠𝑐is the area that 

is perpendicular to the heat flow of one semiconductor leg. 𝑅𝑠𝑐,𝑎𝑏, is the resistance of one 

leg of the semiconductor material between point a and b. The resistance which are in the 
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nodes of the semiconductors n-type and p-type need to be calculated every iterative cycle 

using the average temperature between those nodes. This value is dependent on the 

thermal conductivity of the p-type semiconductor and the n-type semiconductor, 𝑘𝑝, and 

𝑘𝑛, which are dependent on temperature as can be seen in Equation 2-12 and 2-13.  

 

𝑘𝑛, = (0.0000334545 ∗ 𝑇𝑎𝑏 2 − 0.023350303 ∗ 𝑇𝑎𝑏 + 5.606333)/𝑚𝐾  

𝑘𝑝, = (0.0000361558 ∗ 𝑇𝑎𝑏 2 − 0.026351342 ∗ 𝑇𝑎𝑏 + 6.22162)/𝑚𝐾        Equation 2-16, 2-17 

 

Finally, the resistances of the other materials have a constant thermal conductivity [12]. 

Thus Equation 1-4 can be applied.  

 

3.3.1.1.2. Second TEG model 

TEG Model by Calculation of Maximun Values  

As it is not known, for this case of study, the same information as with the previous 

method, the parameters of the TEG cell required to model the system has to be found in 

another way. This calculation is based using the maximum operating parameters reported 

by the manufacturers of the thermoelectric module used in the system. These values are 

obtained from the manufacturer datasheet of the module. Using these values, the 

coefficients to develop the computational model of the TEG cell for the system can be 

obtained. 

An easy way to find the values is by using the ideal transfer equations. These equations 

are represented considering a nonuniformly heated thermoelectric material with isotropic 

material properties temperature independent [19]. 

 

Figure of merit 

The figure of merit is a metric used to gauge the performance of a certain thermoelectric 

material and is given as  

 

𝑍 =
𝛼²

𝜌𝑘
                                           Equation 2-18 
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Where 𝛼 is the Seebeck coefficient in V Kˉ¹, 𝜌 is the electrical resistivity in Ω m and  𝑘 

is the thermal conductivity in mˉ¹ Kˉ¹. 

A higher figure of merit indicates a better performance in heating, cooling or power 

generation applications.   

These three material properties themselves are functionally dependent on temperature. 

Thus, it is convenient to represent the figure of merit in a dimensionless form (termed the 

dimensionless figure of merit Z�̅�) by multiplying equation 1.4 with the average operating 

temperature �̅� of the material and is given as �̅� = 1/2(𝑇ℎ+𝑇𝑐). The components of the 

dimensionless figure of merit (𝛼, 𝜌 and 𝑘) are also evaluated at �̅� [19] 

Taking the equations (Seebeck, Peltier, Thomson), the dimensionless figure of merit and 

the case that Seebeck coefficient is a temperature independent, it leads to get a Thomson 

coefficient equal to zero. It leads, for a thermoelectric couple, to the following heat 

balance equations: 

 

𝑄1 = (𝛼𝑝 − 𝛼𝑛)𝑇1𝐼 −
1

2
𝐼2 (

𝜌𝑝𝐿𝑛

𝐴𝑝
+

𝜌𝑝𝐿𝑛

𝐴𝑛
) + (

𝑘𝑝𝐴𝑝

𝐿𝑝
+

𝑘𝑛𝐴𝑛

𝐿𝑛
) (𝑇1 − 𝑇2) 

𝑄2 = (𝛼𝑝 − 𝛼𝑛)𝑇2𝐼 −
1

2
𝐼2 (

𝜌𝑝𝐿𝑛

𝐴𝑝
+

𝜌𝑝𝐿𝑛

𝐴𝑛
) + (

𝑘𝑝𝐴𝑝

𝐿𝑝
+

𝑘𝑛𝐴𝑛

𝐿𝑛
) (𝑇1 − 𝑇2)    Equation 2-19, 2-20 

 

And the materials properties of the p- and n-type elements can be related together using 

the following equations: 

 

𝛼 = 𝛼𝑝 − 𝛼𝑛 

𝑅 =
𝜌𝑝𝐿𝑛

𝐴𝑝
+

𝜌𝑝𝐿𝑛

𝐴𝑛
 

𝐾 =
𝑘𝑝𝐴𝑝

𝐿𝑝
+

𝑘𝑛𝐴𝑛

𝐿𝑛
                    Equation 2-21, 2-22, 2-23 

 

Where R and K are the total electrical resistance and the thermal conductance of the 

couple respectively.  
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Considering equation 2-21. Equations 2-11, 2-12, can be simplified to become: 

 

𝑄ℎ = 𝛼𝑇ℎ𝐼 −
1

2
𝐼2𝑅 + 𝐾(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐) 

𝑄𝑐 = 𝛼𝑇𝑐𝐼 −
1

2
𝐼2𝑅 + 𝐾(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐)                 Equation 2-24, 2-25 

 

Where in case of a thermoelectric generator TEG, the ideal equations can be modified in 

terms of hot and cold junction temperatures as 𝑄ℎ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑄𝑐 with their respective 

temperatures [5]. 

 

Output Power 

The output power for a TEG from the first law of thermodynamics is expressed as: 

𝑊𝑛 = 𝑄ℎ − 𝑄𝑐                                        Equation 2-26 

Then, substituting the equations 2-24, 2-25 in the power equation: 

      𝑊𝑛 = 𝛼𝐼(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐) − 𝑅𝐼2                                 Equation 2-27 

The power in terms of the load resistance can be defined as: 

𝑊𝑛 = 𝐼𝑉 = 𝐼2𝑅𝐿                                    Equation 2-28 

Now, from the equations above. It can be obtained the following equations: 

  

  𝑉𝑛 = 𝛼(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐) − 𝐼𝑅                               Equation 2-29 

where 𝑉𝑛 is the voltage across the load resistor. 

And 

𝐼 =
𝛼(𝑇ℎ−𝑇𝑐)

𝑅𝐿
                                           Equation 2-30 

Thermal efficiency 

The definition of the thermal efficiency is: 
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𝜂𝑡ℎ =
𝑊𝑛

𝑄𝑛
                                            Equation 2-31 

 

Then, inserting the equation 2-26 in 2-31 and substituting the result with equations 2-24, 

2-25. In the thermal efficiency equation. It leads to: 

 

𝜂𝑡ℎ =
(1−

𝑇𝐶
𝑇ℎ

)
𝑅𝐿
𝑅

(1+
𝑅𝐿
𝑅

)−
1

2
(1−

𝑇𝐶
𝑇ℎ

)+
(1+

𝑅𝐿
𝑅

)2
𝑇𝐶
𝑇ℎ

𝑍𝑇𝐶

                              Equation 2-32 

Where 
𝑅𝐿

𝑅
 is the resistance ratio and 𝑍𝑇𝐶 is the dimensionless figure of merit [19]. 

 

Maximum Parameters of TEG 

There are two types of maximum parameters for any thermoelectric module, one is the 

maximum power and the second is the maximum conversion parameters. Both can be 

obtained modifying the resistance ratio. Here it is explained the maximum power 

calculation as it is used in this report. 

The maximum power equation can be obtained by the maximum current that occurs at 

short circuit (RL=0) and the maximum voltage that occurs at open circuit (I=0) [5]. It 

leads to: 

 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝛼(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐)

𝑅
 

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝛼(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐)                            Equation 2-33, 2-34 

 

For the maximum power, the output power equation is differentiated with respect to the 

resistance ratio and set to zero, so: 

 

𝑑(𝑊𝑛)

𝑑 (
𝑅𝐿
𝑅 )

= 0 →
𝑅𝐿

𝑅
= 1 
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Now, substituting the resistance ratio in the power equation. It can be expressed the 

maximum power equation as: 

 

𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝛼2(𝑇ℎ−𝑇𝑐)

2

4𝑅
                                     Equation 2-35 

 

And the maximum power efficiency, for the case of the maximum power, is: 

 

𝜂𝑡ℎ =
(1−

𝑇𝐶
𝑇ℎ

)

2−
1

2
(1−

𝑇𝐶
𝑇ℎ

)+
4
𝑇𝐶
𝑇ℎ

𝑍𝑇𝐶

                                       Equation 2-36 

 

Effective material properties 

The effective material properties also can be defined in terms of these four maximum 

parameters mentioned in the previous section which are usually provided by the 

manufacturer in datasheets. They are also different for each module. 

 

Thermoelectric module  

As it is known, a thermoelectric module is a set of thermoelectric couples. So, to get the 

correct parameter measurements, it is needed to multiply the parameters of a single 

couple, which are shown in the previous sections, by the total of couples (n) for a 

thermoelectric module. The parameters are thus expressed as follows: 

 

(𝑊)𝑚 = 𝑛𝑊 

(𝑄ℎ)𝑚 = 𝑛𝑄ℎ 

(𝑄𝑐)𝑚 = 𝑛𝑄𝑐 

(𝑅)𝑚 = 𝑛𝑅 
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(𝑅𝐿)𝑚 = 𝑛𝑅𝐿 

(𝑉)𝑚 = 𝑛𝑉 

(𝐾)𝑚 = 𝑛𝐾 

(𝐼)𝑚 = 𝐼 

(𝑅)𝑚 = 𝑅 

 

Then, replacing the previous parameters with their respective equations the maximum 

parameter values are obtained: 

  

𝑊𝑚,𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑛𝛼2(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐)

2

4𝑅
 

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑛𝛼(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐) 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝛼(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐)

𝑅
 

(𝑅)𝑚 = 𝑛𝜌(
𝐿

𝐴
) 

(𝐾)𝑚 = 𝑛𝑘(
𝐴

𝐿
)        Equation 2-37, 2-38, 2-39, 2-40, 2-41 

 

Ideal Equations of TEGs 

Finally, from the maximum power, efficiency and current (or voltage) the efficient 

parameters of the TEG cell are obtained.  

 

𝜌∗ =
4(

𝐴
𝐿
)(𝑊)𝑚,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛(𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥)2
 

𝛼∗ =
4(𝑊)𝑚,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐)
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𝑍∗ =
2

𝑇𝑐 (1 + (
𝑇𝑐

𝑇ℎ
)
−1

)
[
 
 
 

(
1 + (

𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜂𝑐
) (

𝑇𝑐

𝑇ℎ
)

1 − (
𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜂𝑐
)

)

2

− 1

]
 
 
 

 

𝑘∗ =
(𝛼∗)2

𝜌∗𝑍∗                   Equation 2-42, 2-43, 2-44, 2-45 

We must remember that these equations do not take into account the temperature 

dependence. This dependence is rarely given by the cell manufacturer. So, and as a first 

order, the use of these efficient parameters give a good approximation in the modelling 

of the system. 
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4. Experimental Validation of the Effective Thermoelectric 

Parameters 

The datasheet of the thermoelectric module shows its behavior in an operative range of 

specific temperatures of the module. It also gives the curves of the thermoelectric 

parameters as a function of the hot temperature for different cold temperatures as, for 

example, 30, 50, and 80 degrees centigrade [6].  

The analysis made in section 3.3.1.1.2 models the TEG cell by calculation of the specific 

values. Next section shows that the use of these parameters is useful as a first 

approximation for the module characterization, and it can be used in the TEB 

characterization.  

Power 

As it can be seen below, there is more power in reference to the 30 degrees temperature 

because the gap is bigger in reference to the hot temperature. 

 

Voltage 

As it is known, the voltage is related directly to the power. For that reason, the voltage 

graphics below have similar behavior like the power graphics. 

 

Fig 6 Power behavior of the TEG cell taking from the 
calculation of maximum values 
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Current 

In this comparison can be seen a light difference between graphics as a result that for the 

analysis previous made, constant values which are not temperature dependable have been 

taken. 

 

 

As it is shown in the graphics above with the computational analysis of the TEG taking 

as a reference the values that are present, the obtained results are the same to the given 

ones. The only difference that can be seen is in the current curve, and this difference 

occurs due to not taken into consideration the temperature dependence of the effective 

parameters. It can be concluded, so, that the analysis of the effective parameters 

undertaken in this section can be used in the TEB model that will be presented in next 

section as a first approximation. 

Fig 7 Voltage behavior of the TEG cell taking from the 
calculation of maximum values 

Fig 8 Voltage behavior of the TEG cell taking from datasheet 

Fig 9  Current behavior of the TEG cell taking from the 
datasheet 

 
Fig 10 Current behavior of the TEG cell taking from the 
calculation of maximum values 
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5. Thermoelectric Battery Modeling 

Fig. 12 shows the TEB case provided by AEInnova for the realization of this work.  

 

Fig 11 Architecture of the TEB designed by AEInnova 

 

The materials of each material used are given in the following table: 

Denomination Material 

Base Fiber glass with resin 

Heat Collector Aluminum 6063 

Silicon Silicon 

Heat sink Aluminum 6063 

Tab 1 Materials of the TEB 

 

The properties of these materials are necessary to calculate the different coefficients in 

order to build the models. 
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5.1.  Resistance model 

The unit consist of two cells enclosed by the heat collector and the heat sink. The heat 

collector is in contact with the heat source. With conduction heat transfer the heat will 

reach the hot side of the cells. The heat will be transferred through the cells to the heat 

sink, producing thermal energy. The heat sink is going to transfer the heat by the fins to 

the ambient. 

The model of the system consists of the resistances of each material to get the thermal 

behavior of the system. With de model the temperatures of the TEB can be calculated. 

The heat transfer is mostly conductive. The conductive resistances depend on the 

dimension of the unit and the thermal conductivity of the materials. In the model, 

conductive heat transfer will be assumed to take place in one direction only, which is 

from the hot side to the cold side of the model [3][6]. 

The following is the resistance network that it is found from the system: 

 

 
Fig 12 Thermal Resistance Model of the entire TEB system 
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Where 𝑅𝑜 is the thermal convective resistance between the fins of the heat sink and the 

air, 𝑅𝑓𝑑 is the convective resistance of the fins of the heat sink disipator, 𝑅𝑏𝑑 is the thermal 

resistance of the base of the heat sink, 𝑅𝑐𝐴−𝑆 is the contact resistance between the heat 

sink and the silicon, 𝑅𝑠 is the thermal resistance of the silicon, 𝑅𝑐𝑆−𝐵 is the contact 

resistance between the silicon and the base, 𝑅𝐵 is the thermal resistance of the base, 𝑅𝑐𝑆−𝑃 

is the contact resistance between the silicon and the Peltier cell, 𝑅𝑐𝑆−𝐶 is the contact 

resistance between the silicon and the heat collector, 𝑅𝑐𝐵−𝐶 is the contact resistance 

between the base and the heat collector, 𝑅𝑐𝐴−𝑃 is the contact resistance between the heat 

sink and the Peltier cell, 𝑅𝑝 is the thermal resistance of the Peltier cell, 𝑅𝑐𝑃−𝐶 is the contact 

resistance between the Peltier cell and the heat collector, 𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑝 is the thermal resistance of 

the heat collector. 

For the computational model that is going to be discussed in the next chapter. It is needed 

just one block of this network due to the symmetry of the system and thanks to the 

elements used in the construction of the system. The branches of the insulator elements 

will be neglected due to their small impact in the power calculation. 

So, the resistance network that will be simulated corresponds to the path established 

between the heat collector and the heat sink (Fig. 14). 

 

Fig 13 Branch of the Thermal resistance model used for the computational model 
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Once the model is finished, the values of each thermal resistance can be calculated with 

the formulas introduced in section 2. Table 2 summarizes the values for each resistance. 

 Thermal resistance (K/W) 

𝑹𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒔 Temperature-dependent, must 

be calculated and updated 

every cycle of the FD method 

𝑹𝒃𝒅 0.01605 

𝑹𝒄𝑨−𝑷 0.25 

𝑹𝒕𝒆𝒈 5.9 

𝑹𝒄𝑷−𝑪 0.25 

𝑹𝒄𝒂𝒑 0.0154303 

Tab 2 Thermal Resistance values 

 

5.2.  Thermal analogy 

The complete thermal analogy consists of the resistive paths through the TEG cell. The 

path is constituted of nodes that represents temperatures between the elements added 

according to the rules of a series and parallel circuit. A thermal capacity is also added at 

every node. And an external heat flux is added to model the heat drain and source of the 

TEG cell terminals.  

 

 

Fig 14 Thermal analogy for the TEB 
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As it can be seen in Fig 15, thermal heat capacities are added in each node of the resistive 

path. These thermal heat capacities model the heat capacity of each material composing 

the TEB. The values of the thermal capacities are calculated with equation 1-23 and are 

shown in table Tab 3. The two heat external fluxes, corresponding each one to the hot 

side and cold side of the TEG cell, are called Cteg1 and Cteg2, respectively [12]  

 

 Thermal capacity (J/⁰C) 

Ccap 108.10249 

Ccer 3.33696 

Cteg1 5.8218899 

Cteg2 5.8218899 

Cdis 152.2152 

Cfins 139.61808 

Tab 3 Thermal heat capacity values of the TEB 

 

In this model Rcer represents the resistance of the ceramic layer of the TEG cell and its 

value is 0.01794258 (K/W).  
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6. Computational TEB System Model 

The modeling of the system has as the main objective to find the final power delivered 

by the TEB. However, this process requires to know the internal TEG cell side 

temperatures. And the main problem in this kind of systems is that the the differential 

equation system that governs the behavior of each node has no exact solution. 

 

6.1.  Finite Difference Method 

In order to obtain the power output of a TEG cell it is necessary to know the internal 

temperatures of it. Literature suggest that the Finite Difference (FD) method can be 

successfully applied to predict the temperature distribution of TEG cells within a unit that 

captures heat [13]. 

The heat equations that describe the temperature distribution of a body consist of partial 

differential terms that have a continuous character. A way of numerically approaching 

the solutions to these equations is by representing the differential terms as difference 

terms where continuous coordinates are discretized, that is, replaced by defined points 

with a certain distance between them. It can be expressed as:   

 

∑
1

𝑅𝑎,𝑏
(𝑇𝑏 − 𝑇𝑎)𝑁𝑛

𝑏=1 + 𝑄𝑎 =
𝐶𝑎

𝛿𝑡
𝑇′𝑏 − 𝑇′𝑎                              Equation 3-1 

 

In this Equation 𝑅𝑎, is the thermal resistance between a certain node 𝑎 and an adjacent 

node 𝑏. 𝑇𝑏’ and 𝑇’𝑎 are the temperatures of node 𝑎 and 𝑏 after a time step 𝛿𝑡. 𝑇𝑎 is the 

initial temperature at node 𝑎, 𝑄𝑎 is the external heat flux for node 𝑎, and 𝐶𝑎 is the heat 

capacity of node 𝑎. The first term is summed over all 𝑛 nodes that are connected to node 

𝑎. By setting up this equation at each node in the system and using the initial temperatures 

solving for all new temperatures 𝑇𝑁, the temperatures at the time 𝑡 = 𝛿𝑡 can be obtained. 

In the next iterative cycle, 𝑇𝑁 will be used as the initial temperature vector 𝑇𝑁 to obtain 

the temperatures at a time 𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡. The iterative process will continue until the temperatures 

will converge, that is when |𝑇𝑁 − 𝑇𝑁′| < 𝑇𝑜𝑙. Here the tolerance 𝑇𝑜𝑙 is an input variable 

for the FD method. Since complex heat processes occur in the TEG cells, it is suggested 

by literature the discretize these in multiple nodes to accurately model [12] [13]. 
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Once the general equation of the FD method is set. It can be used to find a heat equation 

for each node using the complete thermal analogy already obtained in chapter 5. Doing 

this it is obtained a matrix with all the nodal parameters present. To better present this 

matrix it is useful to rearrange Equation 3-1 as Equation 3-2. This equation will be applied 

to each one of the 9 nodes of the model presented in Fig 15. 

(1 +
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑎
(∑

1

𝑅𝑎,𝑏

𝑁
𝑏=1 ))𝑇′

𝑎 −
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑎
∑

1

𝑅𝑎,𝑏

𝑁
𝑏=1 𝑇′

𝑏 = 𝑇𝑎 + 𝑄𝑎           Equation 3-2 

 

The order of the matrix obtained is 9x9. It is multiplied by the vector that represents the 

new temperatures 𝑇𝑁′. This multiplication represents the left part of Equation 3-2. The 

matrix product is equal to the summation of the two vectors on the right side, representing 

the actual temperatures 𝑇 and generated heat fluxes 𝑄. The summation of these two 

vectors corresponds to the right side of Equation 3-2.   

The system appears to be a linear equation ordinary system but in fact it is not. There are 

multiple temperature dependent terms; several thermal resistances and all the external 

heat fluxes. Therefore, a process where the temperature dependent variables are updated 

every iterative cycle is necessary to obtain the correct temperature distribution and the 

correct temperature dependent variables. 

For the first iteration step, internal nodal temperatures are initialized equally spaced 

between 𝑇8= 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏, and 𝑇0 = Thot.  At each intermediate temperature process the 

temperature dependent parameters are recalculated. These variables are inserted in the 

matrix and the set of equations is solved for the vector 𝑇𝑁’. In the next iteration step, 𝑡 + 

𝛿𝑡, the newly obtained temperatures 𝑇𝑁’ are used to calculate the temperature dependent 

variables again and the matrix and the vector 𝑄𝑁 are updated. Next, 𝑇𝑁,𝑡 ′ is used as 

𝑇𝑁,𝑡+𝛿𝑡 to solve the set of linear equations for 𝑇𝑁,𝑡+𝛿𝑡 ′ The iterative cycle is run until 

the absolute difference between 𝑇𝑁 and the resulting 𝑇𝑁 ′ is than a tolerance 𝑇𝑜𝑙 factor. 

When it is achieved, the temperatures have converged and the correct solution for the 

nodal temperature distribution is found. 

In the differential equation system, apart from the TEG parameters dependence, there are 

two other parameters that has impact in the solution: the contact resistance and the heat 

sink resistance. 

The contact resistance depends on the contact pressure. It usually varies between 0.1 and 

0.4 K/W, as stated Yovanovich [18] In the TEB case the company established a contact 

resistance of 0.3 K/W. So, for the thermal resistance of the heat sink, equations 1-6 to 1-
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13 are considered. They clearly show that this resistance depends on the convective heat 

transfer coefficient h, which is temperature dependent. As a consequence, in the FD 

method, equation 1-11 is considered in order to recalculate the convective thermal 

coefficient h at each iteration, and so, update the thermal resistance of the heat sink. 

Appendix A shows the program implemented to solve this differential equation system 

by a FD method. 

Introducing all this parameters in equation 3-2, the final matrix results in:
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1 + (
δt 

𝐶ℎ
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑝
) − (

𝛿𝑡

𝐶ℎ
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑝
) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

x 

𝑇 ′
0  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

= 

𝑇0  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

+ 

0 

−(
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑐𝑎𝑝
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑝
) 

1

+ (
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑐𝑎𝑝
)(

1

𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑝

+
1

𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑟
) 

− (
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑐𝑎𝑝
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑟
) 0 0 0 0 0 0 𝑇 ′

1  𝑇1  0 

0 − (
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑐𝑒𝑟
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑟
) 1 + (

𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑐𝑒𝑟
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑟
+

1

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡
) −(

𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑐𝑒𝑟
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡
) 0 0 0 0 0 𝑇 ′

2  𝑇2  0 

0 0 − (
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑡𝑒𝑔1
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡
) 1 + (

𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑡𝑒𝑔1
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡
+

1

𝑅𝑡𝑒𝑔
) − (

𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑡𝑒𝑔1
) (

1

𝑅𝑡𝑒𝑔
) 0 0 0 0 𝑇 ′

3  𝑇3  𝑄ℎ 

0 0 0 −(
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑡𝑒𝑔2
) (

1

𝑅𝑡𝑒𝑔
) 

1

+
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑡𝑒𝑔2
(

1

𝑅𝑡𝑒𝑔

+
1

𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑟
) 

−(
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑡𝑒𝑔2
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑟
) 0 0 0 𝑇 ′

4  𝑇4  𝑄𝑐 

0 0 0 0 −(
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑐𝑒𝑟
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑟
) 

1

+
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑐𝑒𝑟
(

1

𝑅𝑐𝑒𝑟

+
1

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡
) 

−(
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑐𝑒𝑟
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡
) 0 0 𝑇 ′

5  𝑇5  0 

0 0 0 0 0 − (
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠
) (

1

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡
) 1 +

𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠
(

1

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡
+

1

𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑠
) − (

𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠
) (

1

𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑠
) −(

𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠
) (

1

𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑠
) 𝑇 ′

6  𝑇6  0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 −(
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠
) (

1

𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑠
) 

1

+ (
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠
) (

1

𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑠
+

1

𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠
) −(

𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠
) (

1

𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠
) 𝑇 ′

7  𝑇7  0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 − (
𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑏
) (

1

𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠
) 1 + (

𝛿𝑡

𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑏
)(

1

𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠
) 𝑇 ′

8  𝑇8  0 
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7. Experimental Modeling 

This section explains the experimental setup realized in order to get real data 

measurements in order to compare the performance of the computational model. 

The following scheme shows how is obtained the data, from the hardware until the digital 

values. 

 

 

 

7.1. Data acquisition system 

 

The assembled system consists in the TEB connected to a power source through a circuit 

that regulates the voltage to 5V, in order to read the temperatures thermistors are placed 

in strategic points of the TEB, also the  Peltier modules voltages are connected to load 

resistances and these are connected to the PSoC. To process the analog data a PSoC is 

used that coverts the data with an ADC to millivolts.  

Finally, the processed data is saved in an SDcard, at the same time that it is sent, using a 

Bluetooth device, and displayed into a computer  

The final system is shown in the figure below: 
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Fig 15 Thermoelectric battery system 

 

7.2. Temperature sensing 

In order to get the temperatures of the system there are 13 thermistors placed in specific 

parts of the TEBas it is shown in Fig 17. Each of these thermistors is, then, associated to 

a pin in the PSoC.  

 

 

Fig 16 Location of Thermistors on Experimental TEB 

 

The table below points the representation of the internal temperatures from the TEB 

which are displayed in the Fig 17. 
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 Representation 

T1 Temperature between the base layer and 

silicone layer in one side. 

T2 Temperature between the silicone layer 

and heat sink in one side. 

T3 Temperature of the first heat collector. 

T4 Room temperature. 

T5 Temperature between the base layer and 

silicone layer in the middle of the TEB. 

T6 Temperature between the silicone layer 

and heat sink in the middle of the TEB. 

T7 Temperature of the heat sink fins. 

T8 First temperature between the heat 

collector and the TEGcell. 

T9 First temperature between the TEGcell 

and the heat sink. 

T10 Second temperature between the TEGcell 

and the heat sink. 

T11 Temperature of the second heat collector. 

T12 Second temperature between the heat 

collector and the TEGcell. 

Tab 4 Internal temperatures of the TEB 

The circuit used to sense the temperature using thermistors is the classical voltage divider. 

Fig 18. 

  

Fig 17 Voltage divider of the thermistor 
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This system uses a NTC thermistor which converts the sensor resistance to temperature. 

The thermistor used to measure the temperatures in the TEB is the B57551G1103F005. 

The range of temperature is form -55 ºC to 260 ºC, with a R25ºC=10 kΩ, and a resistance 

tolerance of ±1 %. The resistors used as a load in the thermistor circuit are of 0.1% of 

tolerance. 

The measure of the voltage across the thermistor is the one of the voltage divider: 

                                                 𝑉𝑜 =
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑅𝑇+𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑉𝑐𝑐                                               Equation 4-1  

Due to the broad temperature range used in the experiment the model used to calculate 

the temperature from the network resistance is the Steinhart-Hart model (equation 4.2). 

 

1

𝑇
= 𝐴 + 𝐵𝑙𝑛𝑅 + 𝐶(𝑙𝑛)3𝑅                                       Equation 4-2 

 

where T is the temperature in kelvins (K), R is the resistance at T in Ω, and A, B, and C 

are the Steinhart–Hart coefficients. These coefficients can be personalized for each 

application taking the resistances of the thermistor at three different temperatures, and 

solving the correspondent three-equation system. 
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7.3. Hardware architecture 

 

Fig 18 Experimental PSoC circuit 

The acquisition system is responsible to collect the power of the TEB and the temperature 

sensed by the thermistors. In both cases, a voltage has to be acquired and converted to a 

digital data. 

For it, the architecture of the acquisition systems is based on the PSoC prototyping board 

CY8CKIT-059. The advantage to use a PSoC device in this application is that all analogue 

and digital hardware required in the acquisition is hardware-programmable from the 

device.   

To accommodate the wiring from the TEB and the thermistors an expansion board given 

by the company has been used. It accommodates perfectly on the CY8CKIT-059 and only 

wiring connections are required. In fact, this acquisition system is already used in the 

company so, only little adjustments on wiring and the program has been necessary to 

introduce. 

The expansion board contains the pins which are the interface that connects the 

thermistors and voltages of the TEG cells to the PSoC. It also contains a temperature 

sensor for the external reference temperature and an SDcard which storages all the 

collected data.  
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The hardware of the acquisition system consists of two main parts: 

1. The acquisition circuitry build specifically by this experiment, Fig. 21 that 

consists of the analog blocks responsible of the transduction of the sensors and 

TEB voltages. 

 

 

Fig 19 Scheme of the thermistor circuit acquisition 

 

2. A set of hardware blocks used also in other experiments and yet established in the 

acquisition systems that consists, mainly, of synchronization modules, 

communication (UART) blocs, the SDcard interface and the PWM module for the 

fan control (Fig. 22) 
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Fig 20 Transmission architecture of the data acquisition program 

 

7.4. Data acquisition processing 

The main program in the PSoC (software part) is responsible of the data acquisition and 

processing. It is based on a simple adhoc operating system that synchronizes all the 

process performed in the PSoC. 

Besides the synchronization and communication performed in the PSoC, the processing 

of the data performed in the PSoC has as main tasks:  

1. Read the data (converted to digital by the ADC – 15 bits) and check its coherency. 

2. Perform the process of the raw data entering into the PSoC. That is, for the 

thermistors, apply the Steinhart-Hart model to find the temperatures. 

3. To send the processed data to the main computer. Data is displayed in the main 

computer in the HyperTerminal. 

4. To store data into the SDcard. 

The sampling frequency is.33 Hz. 
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Once data is on the computer it is converted into a .CSV file to be processed into the 

Excel program. Also, Python programs made by the company has been used to plot the 

data in a faster way. 

An example displaying how the data is presented in this file is shown in the Fig. 23 

 

Fig 21 Example of a processed file 

As it can be seen in the graphic above, there are fields showing the date, time, elapsedtime, 

deltasecs, and PWM (that shows 0 in this file since it is not used in this experiment). 

Column seven shows the measurements from the hardware system such as, XTemp which 

is the room temperature. The columns eight and nine display VP0 and VP1 which are the 

voltages from the Peltier cells, column ten presents Ref which is the reference 

temperature. Finally, columns eleven to twenty three indicate the temperatures given by 

the thermistors which are explained in Tab 4.  

When the data is collected, it is processed in order to make a comparison with the 

experimental model. This comparison will be made in the following chapter. 

The plot program has the capability to visualize in a faster way all the data in graphics. 

For example, Fig. 24 shows the data acquisition and processing of an experiment. In all 

the experiments a resistive load of 5.7Ω has been applied to the Peltier cells. This resistive 

load corresponds to the matched Peltier cell resistance as said by the manufacturer. 
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Fig 22 Graphic test of the internal temperatures of the TEB 

 

The figure above shows four graphs. These graphs are extracted from one day of running 

the experimental model. It is indicated that to run a test, an hour and 40 min are 

approximately required. The first graph is the External measurements it shows the room 

temperature with the yellow line, the orange and red line represent the voltage of each 

TEG cell. Peltier 1 and Peltier 2 represent the Peltier channels where the red line is the 

temperature of the hot face of the TEG cell, the blue line is the cold face of the TEG cell, 

the green line represents the heat collector temperature that has to be similar to the hot 

face temperature, it has to be emphasized that in Peltier1 graph this temperature decreases. 

This is because the temperature sensor did not work in that experiment. The orange line 

is the difference between temperature faces. It can be seen that when the temperature 

increase, the gap between faces is bigger and this leads to have much voltage. Finally, the 

insulator temperature graph represent the insulator channel of the TEB and how the 

temperatures increase as time goes by. 
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8. Experimental results and comparison with the mathematical model 

This section presents the results obtained from a set of experiments performed with the 

TEB. The results are the compendium of eight different days heating and cooling the 

TEB. Each one of these experiments took at least two hours to be performed. 

The results are also compared against the data obtained applying the computational model 

explained in section 7. 

 

8.1. Voltage, current and power parameters  

 

The following graph (Fig. 25) represents the behavior of the experimental model. Various 

parameters such as Current, Power and Voltage are taken into consideration. The data 

represented here is in reality a collective plot of approximately 8 to 9 different 

experimentations. The units henceforth are scaled in such a manner that all the parameters 

can be displayed in a single plot. 

 

 

Fig 23 Fundamental parameters in the experimental model 

 

After further analysis it is noticed that a trend similarity appears in all of the parameters. 

With increase in temperature, the values of all the parameters increase up till a certain 

point, after which the parameters start becoming more stable. 
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The Fig. 26 represents the computational model of the TEB. It is to be observed that this 

model is almost similar to the previously mentioned IVP (Current, Voltage and Power) 

experimental model where the values of the perimeters increase with respect to 

temperature. 

 

 

Fig 24 Fundamental parameters in the computational model 

Furthermore, the values of the parameters, when related to temperature are approximately 

same in both the models. Thus it can be concluded that the computational model 

compliments the experimental model of the TEB. 

 

8.2. Internal temperatures comparison 

Fig. 27 represents the functioning of the internal temperatures by the experimental model. 

The x and y axis represent the hot and cold face of the TEG cell respectively. It was 

observed that when the temperature of both the faces are risen, the internal temperatures 

of the TEB also increase. It is to be kept in mind that the heat collector (Tcap) and the hot 

face temperature (Ttegh) follows the behaviour of the hot temperature (TH). The same 

phenomena is also observed with the cold temperatures where the heat sink temperature 

(Tdis) and the room temperature (Tfins) follows the cold face of the TEG cell (Ttegc). 
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Fig 25 Internal temperatures in the experimental model 

 

The following figure (Fig. 28) portrays the functioning of the internal temperatures from 

the TEB with the computational model which were made by finite difference model. It is 

shown that this current plot represents the same information and behavior as the Internal 

Temperature plot with a slight difference in the fact that there are more temperature 

parameters. This is due to the fact that in this particular model, the various temperatures 

of the ceramic layer of the TEG cell are included so as to obtain a better performance. 

 

 

Fig 26 Internal temperatures in the computational model of the TEB 
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Taking all of the above mentioned information and parameters into consideration, it is 

concluded that both the figures show a similar behavior when considering the internal 

temperatures of both the models arriving to the realization that the computational model 

in this case also compliments the experimental model. 

The data analysis from all these tests which have been displayed in this project has 

concluded that the thermo generator system has been understood, represented, and 

generated efficaciously. 
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9. Conclusion 

Thermoelectricity is envisaged nowadays as an actual technology for recovering 

electricity from residual heat. In this scope, this report has presented a theoretical model 

and an experimental application with TEG cells that is used to generate electricity from 

waste heat. 

As introduced in the report, neither the theory, nor the experimental part are easy to 

manage. Furthermore, manufacturers usually condensate so much the specifications that 

it is difficult, for an external researcher, to use this information to build concrete device 

models. 

In this way, this work has tackled with the theoretical world as also in the experimental 

one. For it, a thermo generator system (the TEB) has been used in to gather experimental 

data and also the modelling of the TEG cell used in the TEB has been introduced in a 

computational model. 

The experimental validation has consolidated the computational model of the thermo 

generator system. At the same time, the specific parameters of the TEG cell used has been 

extracted from the datasheet provided of the manufacturer. 

Also, I would remark the benefits proportioned by the computational method. Using the 

finite difference method to solve the temperature behaviour of the TEB it is possible to 

calculate theoretically the internal temperature behaviour of a TEB system while it is 

heated. From this behaviour, the characteristics of the system (voltage, current and power) 

can be predicted without the need to build hard hardware setup experiments. 

Finally I would like to thank to AEInnova the possibility that gave to me to do this master 

thesis in a so challenging research filed. 
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APPENDIX 

Programs written for data processing and plotting 

A. TEG SIMULATION PROGRAM 

Python program that implements the TEB model. It uses the heatsink.py program that at 

each step calculates the heat sink new resistance. 

 

#TEB SIMPLE MODEL 

##Simple Peltier Module TEG Model 

#9 nodes 

#   0. THOT 

#       Rcapt 

#   1. T1 

#       Rcontact 

#   2. T2 

#       Rceramic 

#   3. TTEG3 

#       RTEG 

#   4. TTEG4 

#       Rceramic 

#   5. T5 

#       Rcontact 

#   6. T6 

#       Rradiator 

#   7. T7 

#       Rfins 

#   8. Tamb 

### Important nodes ##### 

nodoH = 3           ##High temperature module node 

nodoC = 4           ##High temperature module node 

nodoAle = 7         ##Heat sink fins node 

 

import sys, os 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

from math import log 

import numpy.linalg as lin 

from heatsink import * 

 

#General parameters 

n       = 9                 #Number of nodes in the model 

dt      = .35               #integration unit 

tol     = 1.e-6             #integration error tolerance 

Tabs    = 273.15 

TH      = Tabs+200          #(K) hot temperature 

Tamb    = Tabs+30           #(K) cold (ambient) temperature 

 

#Constants 

cp_air  = 1.005e3           #[J/kgK] air specific heat 
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cp_al   = 900               #[J/kgK] aluminium specific heat 

cp_bite = 544               #[J/kgK] bismuth tellure specific heat 

cp_cer  = 880               #[J/kgK] aluminium oxide (96%) specific heat 

cp_graph = 0.71e3           #[J/kgK] graphit specific heat 

 

k_air   = 0.0257            #[W/m K] air (20C) thermal conductivity 

k_al    = 209               #[W/m K] aluminium thermal conductivity 

k_cer   = 20.9              #[W/m K] alumina (ceramic) (96%) thermal conductivity  

k_graph = 168               #[W/m K] graphit thermal conductivity 

 

rho_air = 1.204             #[kg/m3] air (20 C) density 

rho_al  = 2690              #[kg/m3] aluminium density 

rho_cer = 3950              #[kg/m3] aluminium oxide (96%) density 

rho_graph = 2100            #[kg/m3] graphit density 

rho_bite = 7740             #[kg/m3] bismuth telluride density 

 

v_air   = 15.11e-6          #[m2/s] kinematic viscosity of air  (20 C) 

g       = 9.81              #[m/s2] gravitational accelaration 

 

#Graphite dimensions 

H_graph = 0.5e-3            #[m] Graphit height 

B_graph = 4.e-2             #[m] Graphit base 

A_graph = B_graph**2        #[m] Graphit base 

V_graph = A_graph*H_graph   #[m3] Graphit volume  

 

#Global thermal resistances and heat capacitances 

Rcont   = 0.25   #[K/W] contact resistance. From http://www.thermopedia.com/content/1188/, 
0.3/ac*m2*K/kW 

Rgraph  = H_graph/(A_graph*k_graph)#[K/W] graphit resistance 

Ch      = 1.e20             #[J/K] Hot side heat capacity (suposed infinite) 

Camb    = 1.e20             #[J/K] Ambient heat capacity (suposed infinite) 

 

def Cell(): 

    #Kryotherm teg199-1.4-3.2 thermoelement parameters 

    # According tables + tgm_effectparam_v3.py 

    c = { 

        'TEGcell': 'TEG199-1.4-3.2',    #(C)    TEG cell 

        'Manufacturer': 'Kryotherm',    #       Manufacturer 

        'Tc': 30.0,                     #(C)    Tcold in manufacturer datasheet 

        'Th': 200.0,                    #(C)    Thot in manufacturer datasheet 

        'n': 199.0,                     #       number of thermocouples 

        'Wmax': 5.3,                    #(W)    Maximum power 

        'Imax': 1.88,                   #(A)    Maximum current (max load) 

        'Vmax': 11.3,                   #(V)    Maximum voltage (no load) 

        'mpE': 5.6,                     #(%)    Maximum power efficiency 

        'nR': 5.9,                      #(Ohm)  Teg resistance 

        'pellet_A': 1.96e-6,            #(m2)   Thermoelement area 

        'pellet_H': 3.2e-3,             #(m)    Thermoelement height 

        'G': 0.0006125,                 #(m)    Thermoelement factor 

        'a*': 0.000166665618455,        #(V/K)  Effective thermocouple Seeback Coefficient = 
4Wmax/(2nImax(Th-Tc)) 

        'r*': 9.23088166045e-06,        #(Ohm)  Effective thermocouple resistivity = 
4(A/L)Wmax/(2nImax**2) 
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        'Z*': 0.0018395758,             #(1/k)  Effective figure of merit Z 

        'ZT': 0.7140313648,             #       Effective figure of merit ZT 

        'k*': 1.63580358033,            #(W/m K) Effective thermocouple thermal conductivity = 
(a*)**2/(r*Z*) 

        'TEG_L': 0.04,                  #(m)    TEG_length 

        'TEG_W': 0.04,                  #(m)    TEG_width 

        'TEG_H': 0.0057,                #(m)    TEG_heigth 

        'TEG_cer_H': 0.00065,           #(m)    TEG_ceramic heigth (supposed) 

        'TEG_al_H': 0.0006,             #(m)    TEG_termocouple metal contact heigth (supposed) 

        } 

 

    pellet_v = c['pellet_A']*c['pellet_H']  #(m3)   thermoelement volume 

    Cpellet = cp_bite*rho_bite*pellet_v     #(J/K)  thermoelement heat capacity 

     

    tcal_v = c['pellet_A']*c['TEG_al_H']    #(m3)   thermoelement metal contact volume 

    Cal = cp_al*rho_al*tcal_v               #(J/K)  thermoelement metal contact heat capacity 

     

    Ctem = 2*c['n']*(Cpellet + Cal)         #J/K)   thermoelement heat capacity 

    c['Ctem'] = Ctem 

 

    cunits = { 

        'TEGcell': '', 

        'Manufacturer': ' ', 

        'Tc': 'C', 

        'Th': 'C', 

        'n': ' ', 

        'Wmax': 'W', 

        'Imax': 'A', 

        'Vmax': 'V', 

        'mpE': '%', 

        'nR': 'Ohm', 

        'pellet_A': 'm2', 

        'pellet_H': 'm', 

        'G': 'm', 

        'a*': 'V/K', 

        'r*': 'Ohm', 

        'Z*': '1/k', 

        'ZT': ' ', 

        'k*': 'W/m K', 

        'TEG_L': 'm', 

        'TEG_W': 'm', 

        'TEG_H': 'm', 

        'TEG_cer_H': 'm', 

        'TEG_al_H': 'm', 

        'Ctem': 'J/K' 

        } 

    return c, cunits 

def Ceramic(te): 

    c = { 

        'l': te['TEG_L'],                       #(m)    length of ceramic 

        'w': te['TEG_W'],                       #(m)    width of ceramic 

        'h': te['TEG_al_H']                     #(m)    thickness of ceramic 

        } 
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    c['A'] = c['l']*c['w']                      #(m2)   ceramic area 

    c['V'] = c['A']*c['h']                      #(m3)   ceramic volume 

    c['R'] = c['h']/(c['A']*k_cer)              #(K/W)  ceramic resistance 

    c['H'] = c['V']*cp_cer*rho_cer              #(J/K)  ceramic heat capacity 

    return c 

 

def Units(): 

    u = { 

        'n': '', 

        'l': 'm', 

        'w': 'm', 

        't': 'm', 

        'h': 'm', 

        'A': 'm2', 

        'V': 'm3', 

        'R': 'K/W', 

        'H': 'J/K' 

        } 

    return u 

 

def Collector(): 

    o = { 

        'l': 6.1e-2,                            #(m)    length of collector 

        'w': 6.1e-2,                            #(m)    width of collector 

        'h': 1.2e-2,                            #(m)    thickness of collector 

        } 

    o['A'] = o['l']*o['w']                      #(m2)   base radiator area 

    o['V'] = o['A']*o['h']                      #(m3)   base radiator volume 

    o['R'] = o['h']/(o['A']*k_al)               #(K/W)  collector resistance 

    o['H'] = o['V']*cp_al*rho_al                #(J/K)  collector heat capacity 

    return o 

 

def Sink(t, Tamb): 

    material, base, fins = BlackRadiator(50) #Occupancy percentage 

    k, rho, cp = material 

    m = { 

        'k':    k,                              #[W/m K] aluminium thermal conductivity 

        'rho':  rho,                            #[kg/m3] aluminium density 

        'cp':   900                             #[J/kgK] aluminium specific heat 

        } 

    l, w, h, A, V = base 

    s = { 

        'l': l,                                 #(m)    length of radiator 

        'w': w,                                 #(m)    width of radiator 

        'h': h,                                 #(m)    thickness of radiator 

        'A': A,                                 #(m)    thickness of radiator 

        'V': V                                  #(m)    thickness of radiator 

        } 

    s['R'] = s['h']/(s['A']*k)                  #(K/W)  radiator resistance 

    s['H'] = s['V']*cp*rho                      #(J/K)  radiator heat capacity 

     

    nf, wr, lr, hf, tf, wf, Af, Aw, At = fins 

    f = { 
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        'n': nf,                                #(m)    fins number 

        'h': hf,                                #(m)    fins heigth 

        't': tf,                                #(m)    fins thickness 

        'w': wf,                                #(m)    fins width 

        'A': Af                                 #(m2)   single fin area 

        } 

    r_rad = RectangularFinResistance(t, Tamb, fins, material)#T, Tamb in K 

    f['R'] = r_rad                              #(K/W)  fins resistance 

    f['V'] = nf*hf*tf*wf                        #(m3)   fins volume 

    f['H'] = f['V']*cp*rho                      #(J/K)  fins heat capacity 

    return m, s, f 

 

#Model parameters 

def PrintingModelParam(param): 

    print '**********************************************************************' 

    print "MODEL PARAMETERS:" 

    for key in param: 

        print  key, '\t=> ', param[key] 

    print '**********************************************************************' 

    return param 

def ModelParam(teg, cer, capt, dis, ale): 

    param = { 

        'Rcapt' : capt['R'], 

        'RTEG'  : teg['nR'], 

        'Rcer'  : cer['R'], 

        'Rdis'  : dis['R'], 

        'Rfins' : ale['R'], 

        'Ccapt' : capt['H'], 

        'Cdis'  : dis['H'], 

        'Ccer'  : cer['H'], 

        'Cteg2' : teg['Ctem']/2., 

        'Cteg3' : teg['Ctem']/2., 

        'Cfins' : ale['H'] 

    } 

    return param 

 

def Printing(c, units, title): 

    print '--- ', title, ' -----------------------------' 

    for i in c: 

        print i, '=', c[i], units[i] 

    return 

 

def Qcalculus(th, tc, teg): 

    ntc = teg['n'] 

    nR = teg['nR'] 

    G = teg['G'] 

    ea = teg['a*'] 

    er = teg['r*'] 

    ek = teg['k*'] 

    K       = 2*ek*G                    #Thermocouple thermal conductance 

    R       = 2*er/G                    # Thermocouple resistance 

    RL      = R 

    nR      = ntc*R                     # Module resistance 
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    am      = 2*ea                      #Thermocouple effective a 

     

    I = am*(th-tc)/(R+RL) 

    WnE = I**2*nR 

    WnT = ntc*(am*I*(th-tc)-I**2*R) 

    seebeckh = ntc*am*I*th 

    Seebackl = ntc*am*I*tc 

    joule = I**2*nR/2 

    conduction = ntc*K*(th-tc) 

    Qh = seebeckh - joule + conduction 

    Qc = Seebackl + joule + conduction 

    #print [WnE, WnT, Qh, Qc, conduction, seebeckh, Seebackl, joule] 

    return Qh, Qc 

     

 

def LeftDivide(m,b): 

    return lin.solve(m.T.dot(m), m.T.dot(b)) 

 

def Matrix(matparams, dt): 

    Rcapt   = matparams['Rcapt'] 

    RTEG    = matparams['RTEG'] 

    Rcer    = matparams['Rcer'] 

    Rdis    = matparams['Rdis'] 

    Rfins   = matparams['Rfins'] 

    Ccapt   = matparams['Ccapt'] 

    Cdis    = matparams['Cdis'] 

    Ccer    = matparams['Ccer'] 

    Cteg2   = matparams['Cteg2'] 

    Cteg3   = matparams['Cteg3'] 

    Cfins   = matparams['Cfins'] 

 

    m00 = 1+(dt/Ch)*(1/Rcapt) 

    m01 =  -(dt/Ch)*(1/Rcapt) 

    m10 =  -(dt/Ccapt)*(1/Rcapt) 

    m11 = 1+(dt/Ccapt)*(1/Rcapt+1/Rcer) 

    m12 =  -(dt/Ccapt)*(1/Rcer) 

    m21 =  -(dt/Ccer)*(1/Rcer) 

    m22 = 1+(dt/Ccer)*(1/Rcer+1/Rcont) 

    m23 =  -(dt/Ccer)*(1/Rcont) 

    m32 =  -(dt/Cteg2)*(1/Rcont) 

    m33 = 1+(dt/Cteg2)*(1/Rcont+1/RTEG) 

    m34 =  -(dt/Cteg2)*(1/RTEG) 

    m43 =  -(dt/Cteg3)*(1/RTEG) 

    m44 = 1+(dt/Cteg3)*(1/RTEG+1/Rcer) 

    m45 =  -(dt/Cteg3)*(1/Rcer) 

    m54 =  -(dt/Ccer)*(1/Rcer) 

    m55 = 1+(dt/Ccer)*(1/Rcer+1/Rcont) 

    m56 =  -(dt/Ccer)*(1/Rcont) 

    m65 =  -(dt/Cdis)*(1/Rcont) 

    m66 = 1+(dt/Cdis)*(1/Rcont+1/Rdis) 

    m67 =  -(dt/Cdis)*(1/Rdis) 

    m76 =  -(dt/Cfins)*(1/Rdis) 

    m77 = 1+(dt/Cfins)*(1/Rdis+1/Rfins) 
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    m78 =  -(dt/Cfins)*(1/Rfins) 

    m87 =  -(dt/Camb)*(1/Rfins) 

    m88 = 1+(dt/Camb)*(1/Rfins) 

    m = np.mat([ 

         [m00, m01,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0], 

         [m10, m11, m12,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0], 

         [0,   m21, m22, m23,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0], 

         [0,     0, m32, m33, m34,   0,   0,   0,   0], 

         [0,     0,   0, m43, m44, m45,   0,   0,   0], 

         [0,     0,   0,   0, m54, m55, m56,   0,   0], 

         [0,     0,   0,   0,   0, m65, m66, m67,   0], 

         [0,     0,   0,   0,   0,   0, m76, m77, m78], 

         [0,     0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0, m87, m88] ]) 

 

    return m 

 

def Tini(n, th, ta): 

    pas = (th-ta)/float(n) 

    te = [ta+pas*(n-i) for i in range(n)] 

    te[0] = th 

    te[n-1] = ta 

    te = np.mat(te) 

    te = te.transpose() 

    return te 

 

def Qvector(posh, qh, posl, ql): 

    q = [] 

    for i in range(n): 

        q.append(0) 

    q[posh] = qh 

    q[posl] = ql 

    q = np.mat(q) 

    q = q.transpose() 

    return q 

 

def plotting(temperatures, dat, pot): 

    color = ['red','green','blue','orange','lime','cyan','pink','olive','gold','violet'] 

    poslegend = 'best' 

 

    ar = np.array(dat) 

    ar.transpose() 

    plt.figure('Thermopile Performance') 

    f1 = plt.subplot('211') 

    numnodes = 9 

    nomnodes = ['Th','Tcapt','Tcerh','Ttegh','Ttegc','Tcerc','Tdis','Tfins','Tc'] 

    for i in range(numnodes): 

        f1.plot(temperatures,ar[:,i], color[i], marker='*') 

    f1.grid() 

    f1.legend((nomnodes), loc=poslegend, shadow=True) 

    plt.xlabel("Th(K)") 

    plt.ylabel("T(K)") 

    plt.title('TES Temperature Distribution') 

    #plt.draw() 
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    f2 = plt.subplot('212') 

    I = pot[0] 

    V = pot[1] 

    WnE = pot[2] 

    WnT = pot[3] 

    nompot = ['I','V','WE','WT'] 

    for i in range(len(pot)): 

        f2.plot(temperatures,pot[i], color[i], marker='*') 

    f2.grid() 

    f2.legend((nompot), loc=poslegend, shadow=True) 

    plt.xlabel("T(K)") 

    plt.ylabel("I(A),V(V),W(W)") 

    plt.title('Current, Voltage, Power') 

    #plt.draw() 

    plt.show() 

    return 

 

     

def powercalculus(teg, temperatures, resul): 

    ntc = teg['n'] 

    G   = teg['G'] 

    ea  = teg['a*'] 

    er  = teg['r*'] 

    ek  = teg['k*'] 

    A   = 2*ea                      #       Thermocouple effective a 

    K   = 2*ek*G                    #       Thermocouple thermal conductance 

    R   = 2*er/G                    #Ohm    Thermocouple resistance 

    RL  = R 

    nR  = ntc*R                     #       Module resistance 

 

    Th = [] 

    Tc = [] 

    for i in range(len(temperatures)): 

        Th.append(resul[i][nodoH]) 

        Tc.append(resul[i][nodoC]) 

    #Th.append(TH) 

    #Tc.append(Tamb) 

     

    I = [] 

    V = [] 

    WnE = [] 

    WnT = [] 

    for i in range(len(Th)): 

        th = Th[i] 

        tc = Tc[i] 

        j = A*(th-tc)/(R+RL)          #Module current test 

        v   = ntc*(A*(th-tc)-j*R)     #Module voltage 

        wnE = v*j                       #Module electrical power 

        seebeckh = A*j*th 

        Seebackl = A*j*tc 

        joule = j**2*R/2 

        conduction = K*(th-tc) 

        Qh = ntc*(seebeckh - joule + conduction) 
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        Qc = ntc*(Seebackl + joule + conduction) 

        wnT = Qh-Qc                     #Module thermal power 

        I.append(j) 

        V.append(v) 

        WnE.append(wnE) 

        WnT.append(wnT) 

    #print temperatures 

    #print I 

    #print V 

    #print WnE 

    #print WnT 

    return [I, V, WnE, WnT] 

     

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    print "FINITE DIFFERENTIAL METHODE" 

    teg, tegunits = Cell() 

    ctem = teg['Ctem'] 

    #Printing(teg, tegunits, 'TEG cell') 

    units = Units() 

    cer = Ceramic(teg) 

    #Printing(cer, units, 'Ceramic') 

    capt = Collector() 

    #Printing(capt, units, 'Collector') 

    material, dis, ale = Sink(Tamb, Tamb) 

    #Printing(dis, units, 'Radiator') 

    #Printing(ale, units, 'Radiator fins (at Th=Tamb)') 

    params = ModelParam(teg, cer, capt, dis, ale) 

    PrintingModelParam(params) 

     

    resul = [] 

    temperatures = np.arange(Tamb, TH, 10) 

    temperatures = [310, 325, 370, 450] 

    for t in temperatures: 

        print 'Temp = ', t 

        Tnodes = Tini(n, t, Tamb)                                       #Calcul T 

        print 'Init temperatures = ', Tnodes 

 

        m = Matrix(params, dt)                                          #Nodal matrix 

 

        thq = float(Tnodes[nodoH]) 

        tlq = float(Tnodes[nodoC]) 

        tale = float(Tnodes[nodoAle]) 

        previous = np.sum(Tnodes) 

        error = previous 

        i = 0 

        while error>tol: 

            i+=1 

            material, dis, ale = Sink(tale, Tamb)                       #Fin resistor calculus 

            params['Rfins'] = ale['R'] 

            #print '*** New param[Rfin] = ', params['Rfins'] 

            #printing(ale, aleunits, 'Radiator fins') 

             

            qh, ql = Qcalculus(thq, tlq, teg) 
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            Q = Qvector(nodoH, -qh, nodoC, ql) 

             

            v = Tnodes+Q*dt/ctem 

            Tnodes = LeftDivide(m,v) 

             

            thq = Tnodes[nodoH] 

            tlq = Tnodes[nodoC] 

            tale = float(Tnodes[nodoAle]) 

            actual = np.sum(Tnodes) 

            error = abs(previous-actual) 

            previous = actual 

            if (i%10000==0): print 'Iter = ', i 

        print 'Iter = ', i, ', Err = ', error 

        resultat = Tnodes 

        resultat = resultat.reshape(resultat.shape[1], resultat.shape[0]) 

        resultat = resultat.tolist() 

        resul.append(resultat[0]) 

 

    pot = powercalculus(teg, temperatures, resul) 

    plotting(temperatures, resul, pot) 
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B. heatsink.py 

This program calculates the heat sink resistance. 

 

#HEAT SINK RESISTANCE  

##TEG model in simple Peltier module 

import sys, os 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

from math import log 

import numpy.linalg as lin 

 

g       = 9.81                  #[m/s2] gravitational acceleration 

v_air   = 1.608e-5              #[m2/s] kinematic viscosity of air (30 C) 

Pr      = 0.7282                #       Prandtl number (30 C) 

 

k_air   = 0.0259                #[W/Km] air thermal conductivity (30 C) 

rho_air = 1.164                 #[kg/m3] density of air  (30 C) 

cp_air  = 1.005e3               #[J/kgK] capacidad de calor specifica del aire 

 

def BlackRadiator(occupancy): 

    tpc = occupancy/100. 

    #Material 

    k    = 209                      #[W/Km] EN-AW-6060 aluminium thermal conductivity 

    rho  = 2700                     #[kg/m3] EN-AW-6060 aluminium density 

    cp   = 900                      #[J/kgK] EN-AW-6060 aluminium specific heat 

    m = [k, rho, cp] 

    #Base 

    l = 12.e-2*tpc                  #(m)    radiator lenght 

    w = 7.2e-2                      #(m)    radiator width 

    h = 1.45e-2                     #(m)    thickness of radiator 

    a = l*w                         #(m2)   base radiator area 

    v = a*h                         #(m3)   base radiator volume 

    b = [l, w, h, a, v] 

    #Fins 

    n       = 21*tpc                    #       number of fins 

    wr      = w                     #(m)    radiator fins width 

    lr      = l                     #(m)    radiator fins lenght 

    hf      = 47.5e-3               #(m)    fin heigth 

    tf      = 1.6e-3                #(m)    fin thickness 

    wf      = w                     #(m)    fin width 

    Af      = 2*hf*wf+2*hf*tf+wf*tf #(m2)   single fin area 

    Aw      = lr*wr/float(n)-wf*tf  #(m2)   interfins area 

    At      = n*(Af + Aw)           #(m2)   total transfer heat area 

    f = [n, wr, lr, hf, tf, wf, Af, Aw, At] 

    return m, b, f 

 

 

def RectangularFinResistance (Tx, Tamb, fins, material): 

    n, wr, lr, hf, tf, wf, Af, Aw, At = fins 

    k, rho, cp = material 
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    #thermal convection coefficients (rectangular fins) 

    hfc     = hf+tf/2.              #(m) 

    l_f_d   = n*hf                  #[m]    length of the heat sink parallel to the direfction of the mass flow 

    b_air   = 1/float(Tamb)         #[1/K]  expansion coefficient 

    a_air   = k_air/(rho_air*cp_air)#[m2/s] 

    Rayleigh = g*b_air*abs(Tx-Tamb)*l_f_d**3/(a_air*v_air)  #[ ]    Rayleigth number 

    h_dis   = k_air/l_f_d*0.517*Rayleigh**0.25              #[W/Km2] convective transfer coefficient 

    mf      = (2*h_dis/(k*tf))**(1/2)#[1/m] 

 

    beta = mf*hfc                   #[ ] 

    nuf = np.tanh(beta)/beta        #[ ]    fin efficiency 

    nu0 = 1 - n*Af/float(At)*(1-nuf)#[ ]    overall surface efficiency 

    if h_dis == 0: 

        R0 = 1.e10 

    else: 

        R0 = 1/(nu0*h_dis*At)       #[W/K]  overall thermal resistance 

    return R0 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    T       = 400 

    Tamb    = 300 

    material, base, aletes = BlackRadiator() 

    for T in range(300,400,10): 

        r_rad = RectangularFinResistance (T, Tamb, aletes, material)  #T, Tamb in C 

        print r_rad 
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C. TestTEGcell.RAW 

This program processes raw data sent by the PSoC and formats it to save data in the .CSV 

file. 

TEB RAW PROCESS 

Date: 2019, Mars 27 

Program that processes data from the thermal device 

Input (from raw files or from hyperterminal) 

    Vpeltier PWMvalue externalTemp Tref 13Temperatures 

Output: a .csv file width data 

''' 

import sys, os 

import numpy as np 

from math import log 

from time import gmtime, strftime, localtime 

from datetime import datetime, timedelta, date, time 

import csv 

 

SAMPLES = 12          # 13 temperatures  

FIELDS = 6+SAMPLES    # Date extTemperature PWM Vpeltier Vpeltier Vref SAMPLESdata 

DUMMY = '*T' 

 

def export2csv(nom, nomf, t, date1, date2, inittime): 

    #input: 
["I","Item","Date","Time","ElapsedTime","DeltaSecs","Vpeltier","ExternalTemp","RefTemp","13Te
mperatures"] 

    strinittime = (str(inittime.date())+'_'+str(inittime.time())).replace('-','/') 

    if nomf[0]=='': basedir = nomf[0]+ "csv/" 

    else: basedir = nomf[0]+ "/csv/" 

    try: 

        os.stat(basedir) 

    except: 

        os.mkdir(basedir) 

    basename = basedir + nomf[1] 

    #Temperatures 

    nomf = basename + "_" + date2 + ".csv" 

    with open(nomf, 'wb') as csvfile: 

        cad = "Exporting data to '%s'"%(nomf) 

        print "\t", cad 

        spamwriter = csv.writer(csvfile, delimiter=';', quoting=csv.QUOTE_MINIMAL) 

        spamwriter.writerow(["T", "DATA FROM THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE"]) 

        spamwriter.writerow(["V","VERSION:",'A']) 

        spamwriter.writerow(["D","Register Data Date:",strinittime]) 

        spamwriter.writerow(["P","Process Data Date:",date1]) 

        spamwriter.writerow(["F","File name:",nom]) 

        d = ["I","#","Date","Time","ElapsedTime","DeltaSecs","PWM","XTemp","VP0","VP1","Ref"] 

        for i in range(1,SAMPLES+1): d.append("T"+str(i)) 

        spamwriter.writerow(d) 

        for i in t: 

            d = ["*"] 

            for j in range(len(i)): d.append(i[j]) 

            spamwriter.writerow(d) 
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        print  "\t...exported %i items"%(len(t))  

    return 

 

def preparingdata(d): 

    ####   in: [datetime.datetime(2020, 3, 25, 10, 24, 27), 4441, 20, 266, 249, ... +13items ...] 

    ####   out: 
["I","Item","Date","Time","ElapsedTime","DeltaSecs","Vpeltier","ExternalTemp","RefTemp","13Te
mperatures"] 

    nt = 1 

    outdata = [] 

    tinit = d[0][0] 

    tant = d[0][0] 

    for i in d: 

        tsecs = i[0] - tinit 

        tdelta = i[0] - tant 

        dia = i[0].date() 

        hora = i[0].time() 

        segons = int(tsecs.total_seconds()) 

        deltaseg = int(tdelta.total_seconds()) 

        pwm = i[1] 

        tempext = i[2]/10. 

        vp1 = i[3]/1000. 

        vp2 = i[4]/1000. 

        line = [ nt, dia, hora, segons, deltaseg, pwm, tempext, vp1, vp2] 

        for j in range(5,FIELDS): 

            line.append(i[j]/10.) 

        outdata.append(line) 

        nt += 1 

        tant = i[0] 

    return tinit, outdata 

 

def savedata(nom, nomfields, t, inittime, today2, today3): 

    tinit, dt = preparingdata(t) 

    export2csv(nom, nomfields, dt, today2, today3, inittime) 

    return 

             

def findtime(s): 

    err = 0 

    try: 

        t = (s.split('_')[0]).split('/') 

        h = (s.split('_')[1]).split(':') 

        anyy = 2000+int(t[0]) 

        mes = int(t[1]) 

        dia = int(t[2]) 

        hora = int(h[0]) 

        minut = int(h[1]) 

        segon = int(h[2]) 

        if (anyy<2000)or(anyy>3000): err = 1 

        if (mes<1)or(mes>12): err = 2 

        if (dia<1)or(dia>31): err = 3 

        if (hora<0)or(hora>23): err = 4 

        if (minut<0)or(minut>59): err = 5 

        if (segon<0)or(segon>59): err = 6 
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        cad = "......not correct date: " + str(err) + ', ' + s 

        if err: print cad 

        if err==0: 

            c = datetime(anyy, mes, dia, hora, minut, segon) 

            return err, c 

        else: 

            return err, datetime.combine(date.min, time.min) 

    except: 

        return 1, 0 

 

def process(d): 

    temp = [] 

    for i in d: 

        err, t = findtime( i.pop(0) ) 

        if not err: 

            correcte = True 

            dat = [t] 

            for j in i: 

                dat.append(int(j)) 

            if correcte: temp.append(dat) 

    inittime = temp[0][0] 

    return temp 

                    

def readfile(nomf): 

    dat = [] 

    f = open(nomf, 'r') 

    for line in f: 

        s = line.split() 

        if len(s)==FIELDS+1: 

            prompt = s.pop(0) 

            if prompt == DUMMY: dat.append(s) 

    f.close() 

    for i in dat: print i 

    return dat 

 

def todaydata(): 

    #Format 1 

    lt = localtime() 

    dataform1 = strftime("%a, %d %b %Y %H:%M:%S", lt) 

    dataform2 = strftime("%Y/%m/%d_%H:%M:%S", lt) 

    dataform3 = strftime("%Y%m%d%H%M%S", lt) 

    return dataform1, dataform2, dataform3 

 

def filename(): 

    nomf = raw_input("File name: ") 

    nom = os.path.splitext(os.path.basename(nomf)) 

    nom = [os.path.dirname(nomf), nom[0], nom[1]] 

    if os.path.exists(nomf): 

        pass 

    else: 

        c = raw_input("Type to finish...") 

        os._exit(1) 

    return nom, nomf 
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if __name__ == '__main__': 

    today1, today2, today3 = todaydata() 

    print "***********************************************************" 

    print "THERMAL DEVICE CARACTERIZATION " 

    print today1  

    print "***********************************************************" 

    print "Reading file..." 

    nomfields, nomf = filename() 

    dat = readfile(nomf) 

    if len(dat)<1: 

        print "No data to process in file" 

    else: 

        temp = process(dat) 

        inittime = temp[0][0] 

        print "EXPORT DATA TO csv..." 

        savedata(nomf, nomfields, temp, inittime, today2, today3)    #Saving temperatures 

    print "Bye, Bye..." 
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D. TestTEGcell.Plot 

This program takes as input the .CSV file and plots data. 

 

#PLOT DATA FROM TEB 

## csv data format: 
"I","Item","Date","Time","ElapsedTime","DeltaSecs","Vpeltier","PWM","ExternalTemp","RefTemp
","13Temperatures" 

 

import sys, os 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

from math import log 

from time import gmtime, strftime, localtime 

from datetime import date, timedelta 

import csv 

#import glob 

 

SAMPLES = 13 #ref + 12 temps 

#Thermistors position 

ThermPos = {'T11':2, 'T12':7, 'T13':8, 'T21':10, 'T22':11, 'T23':9, 

            'TS1':0, 'TS2':1, 'TM1':4, 'TM2':5, 'TDI':6, 'TA':3} 

InsuPosTherm = ['TS1', 'TS2', 'TM1', 'TM2', 'TDI', 'TA'] 

P1PosTherm = ['T11', 'T12', 'T13'] 

P2PosTherm = ['T21', 'T22', 'T23'] 

 

#Graph scale limits 

''' 

setylimlowBolus = 20. 

setylimhighBolus = 45. 

setylimlowReceiver = 5. 

setylimhighReceiver = 45. 

setylimlowVolt = 2.5 

setylimhighVolt = 4.0 

''' 

#Legend position: 

poslegend = 'best' 

 

def grafic(fitxer,title,date,d): 

    #Data format: [ite, sec, vp, pwm, xtemp, reftemp, t0, t1, ...] 

    #Data format: [ite, sec, pwm, xtemp, vp0, vp1, reftemp, t0, t1, ...] 

    plt.figure(title+' ('+fitxer+'_'+date+')') 

    color = ['g','r','b','m','c','y','tab:orange','tab:purple','tab:olive', 

             'tab:pink','tab:gray','tab:brown'] 

    d = np.array(d) 

    timet = d[:,1]/60. 

    pwm = d[:,2]/100. 

    xtemp = d[:,3]/10. 

    vp0 = d[:,4] 

    vp1 = d[:,5] 

    if len(d)>0: 

        f1 = plt.subplot('221') 
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        f1.plot(timet,pwm,color[7], timet,xtemp,color[8], 

                timet,vp0,color[1], timet,vp1,color[6]) 

        #f11.set_ylim(ylow, yhigh) 

        f1.grid() 

        f1.legend(("PWM/100", 'xTemp',"VP0", "VP1"), loc=poslegend, shadow=True) 

        plt.xlabel("t(min)") 

        plt.ylabel("PWM/100, T(C)/10, V(V), V(V)") 

        plt.title('External Measures') 

         

        strlegend = [] 

        f2 = plt.subplot('222') 

        for i in InsuPosTherm: 

            column = 7+ThermPos[i] 

            strlegend.append(i) 

            f2.plot(timet,d[:,column],color[InsuPosTherm.index(i)]) 

        f2.grid() 

        f2.legend(strlegend, loc=poslegend, shadow=True) 

        plt.xlabel("t(min)") 

        plt.ylabel("T(C)") 

        plt.title("Insulator Temperatures") 

 

        strlegend = [] 

        f3 = plt.subplot('223') 

        for i in P1PosTherm: 

            column = 7+ThermPos[i] 

            strlegend.append(i) 

            f3.plot(timet,d[:,column],color[P1PosTherm.index(i)]) 

        f3.plot(timet,d[:,7+ThermPos['T12']]-d[:,7+ThermPos['T13']], color[6]) 

        strlegend.append('Th-Tc') 

        f3.grid() 

        f3.legend(strlegend, loc=poslegend, shadow=True) 

        plt.xlabel("t(min)") 

        plt.ylabel("T(C)") 

        plt.title("Peltier1 Temperatures") 

 

        strlegend = [] 

        f4 = plt.subplot('224') 

        for i in P2PosTherm: 

            column = 7+ThermPos[i] 

            strlegend.append(i) 

            f4.plot(timet,d[:,column],color[P2PosTherm.index(i)]) 

        f4.plot(timet,d[:,7+ThermPos['T22']]-d[:,7+ThermPos['T23']], color[6]) 

        strlegend.append('Th-Tc') 

        f4.grid() 

        f4.legend(strlegend, loc=poslegend, shadow=True) 

        plt.xlabel("t(min)") 

        plt.ylabel("T(C)") 

        plt.title("Peltier2 Temperatures") 

         

    plt.draw() 

    return 

 

def readfile(nomf): 
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    data=[] 

    cas = '' 

    with open(nomf, 'rb') as csvfile: 

        spamreader  = csv.reader (csvfile, delimiter=';') 

        for row in spamreader: 

            if row[0]=='T': 

                title = row[1] 

                print "Title: ", title 

            elif row[0]=='F': 

                fitxer = row[2] 

                print "File: ", fitxer 

            elif row[0]=='D': 

                date = row[2] 

                print "Date: ", date 

            elif row[0]=='*': 

                ite=int(row[1]) 

                sec=int(row[4]) 

                linia = [ite, sec] 

                for i in range(6, len(row)): 

                    linia.append( float(row[i].replace(',','.')) ) 

                data.append(linia) 

    print title 

    print date 

    return fitxer, title, date, data 

 

def todaydata(): 

    data = strftime("%a, %d %b %Y %H:%M:%S", localtime()) 

    print data 

    return data 

 

def filenames(): 

    #nomf = raw_input("Input .csv file name: ")  

    p = raw_input("Enter files directory path: ") 

    if len(p)==0: basedir = './' 

    elif os.path.exists(p): 

        basedir = p+'/' 

        pass 

    else: print "Files Paths '%s' Error"%(nomf) 

    a = [] 

    arr = os.listdir(basedir) 

    for i in range(len(arr)): 

        if (arr[i].split('.')).pop()=='csv': 

            c = raw_input('...read '+arr[i]+' file (Y/N)? ') 

            if c=='Y' or c=='y': a.append(basedir+arr[i]) 

    return a 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    print "***********************************************************" 

    print "BOLUS DATA PLOTTING" 

    today = todaydata() 

    print "***********************************************************" 

    nomf = filenames() 

    for i in range(len(nomf)): 
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        fitxer, title, date, data = readfile(nomf[i]) 

        grafic(fitxer,title,date,data) 

    plt.show() 

    print "Bye, Bye... 


